
David John Seel, M.D., F.A.C.S.

Presbqterian Medical Center

Chonju, Cholla Puk Do, Korea

July 15 , 1970

Dr. and Mrs. Sam Moffett
1-1 Yun Chi Dong, Chongno ku
IPO Box 1125
Seoul, Korea 100

Dear Eileen and Sam:

How does one adequately thank folks who are not only precious
friends, but real Good Samaritans in time of need. Really,
we can never adenuately thank you for all you meant to us
during the visit of our guests, Dr. and Mrs. Scott. We
especially appreciated your thoughtfulness of our Jenny.
And on top of all of this, you have taken care of all of
the Scott* s last minute shipping problems. Don*t worry
about the expense, but be sure that you are properly
reembursed for all of your expenses. We sincerely thank
you for being your wonderful selves and sharing your warmth
and hospitality with us. Our lives will always be richer
for that lovely visit in your home.

Eileen, I have quickly enclosed some information on the
hospital. The thumb-nail sketches was ouickly prepared
for use with a group of G.I.'s coming through, but might
be of help.

Hope your hand continues to progress to normal without any
problems. We will be thinking of you on your trip and
continue to pray that Sam*s history will unfold in a wonder-
ful way.

Johnny was home for the weekend having suddenly produced
a positive T.B. skin test. We are grateful that his x-rays
are all normal, but they have placed him on drugs prophyla-
tically for one year. How thankful we are that they have
such early diagnostic measures and specific drugs. Jenny
and Chris are at the dentist.

Do let us keep in touch. When you are busy perhaps the time
will pass quickly until your return. Have a good furlough!

Most sincerely and gratefully,

Mary and Dave Seel
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44 Alexander Street 73 Cambridge Hoad
Princeton, N.J. 0b540 GIRTON, Cambridge CB3 OPN

England
November 22, 1970

Dear friends:

The Cambridge half of our furlough is all too
quickly slipping by. At the end of January we sh*21 have
to leave our tiny cottage, complete with rose garden and
magnificent view across the meadows to Cambridge. Even
before then we may have to give up our daily six-mile
bicycle ride into the University and back. Eileen is audit-
ing courses in Christian Ethics and Chinese History while
Sam burrows into the two-million-volume University library
with its acres of open stacks.

Culture shock has been minimal except for the
surprise of finding the English so friendly and unreserved,
English winters so wet and so green, and English Presbyter-
ianism so small compared with Korea.

There are only about 360 Presbyterian churches in
all England south of the Scottish border, which is less than
in the city of Seoul alone. Korea as a whole has 5741 Pres-
byterian churches. Yet the quality of pre&'ching here is
superb and we find it difficult to reconcile this with the
church's lack of growth.

7bf* of the peo le in Britain (including Scotland)
claim church membership. 50?o are Anglican, 9^ Homan Catho-
lic, 6/0 Methodist, 5/« Presbyterian, and bf* other churches.
But only 22fo say they are "strongly committed" to any
religion whatsoever, and less than 10fo regularly attend
church. What a contrast to Korea where often Sunday attend-
ance is higher than claimed membership. But again, incon-
sistently, eight out of every ten Britons think that it is
"very, or quite important" that Great Britain should be a
"Christian country".

Now we are beginning to look forward to the
next stage of this glorious furlough—six months in Prince-
ton and seeing as many of you as is physically possible all
across the country. I will also be lecturing at Columbia
University's East Asia Institute and collecting manuscript
materials for missionary history.

A very blessed Christmas and Happy New Year to you.
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} frhe Christian mission in Korea in 1969 continued on course and at

ggjod ^peed despite the wrenching social and economic changes that have

catapulted the nation in a few decades through revolutions that took

centuries to complete in the West, "A farmer on the superhighway” is how one

of our Methodist colleagues describes Korea today.

1, Politically the nation is stable! Like many of the emerging

military regimes in Asia
y
Korea's ex-army

!

rulers have proved more progressive

than reactionary and are probably more liberal than the population as a

whole. Academic circles complain of some repression of freedoms, and students

are watched carefully to guard against the kind of academic chaos that has

crippled Japan for two years. But there is a strong and articulate opposition

press, and in the field of religion freedom is unfettered and opportunities

unlimited. Prospects seem good for more rather than loss democratic freedoms

with the appointment in November of an active Christian to the Cabinet as head

of the powerful Central Intelligence Agency.

2, Ec onomically the boom continues. This is most dramatically visible

in the expanding network of superhighways, and tho upward thrust of the

skyline of Seoul which is now one of the world's ten largest cities (population

over 4,600,000).

Korea's gross national product (GNP) is rising at one of the highest

rates in the world. In the four year period prior to 1966, India's average

increase was 3.1$, and the U.S. 4.3$, whereas Korea's was 8.3$ (topped only

by Japan's 10.8$). Since 1966 Korean production has rocketed up still fasten

8.9$ in 1967, 13.1$ in 1968, to a peak of 15$ "real increase" in 1969. The

average per capita income (figured in GNP) has jumped in ten years from about

$80 (I960) to $195 in 1969 (compared with $4,255 in the U.S., $1,392 in Japan

and a low of $47,88 in Malawi) ,0-) In some sectors the increase is evon more

marked. Dock workers at the port of Inchon received 90# a day in 1967. Today

the daily wage is $2.00,

But in other sectors, notably agriculture, the people have not

benefitted so appreciably from the improving economy. The per capita income

of farmers this year is only $110, not much more than half that of tho

national average. Yet even this is a 10,6$ increase over last year, and a

60$ increase between 1965 and 1968^?) Tile roofs are beginning to replace straw

all through the countryside, reflecting a very real change for the better in

living conditions.

Perhaps the best over-all proof of improvement in Korean living

standards is the lengthening life-span of the average Koroaru

^
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But as is the way of history, progress creates as many problems as

it solves. There is a dehumanizing procoss at work in urbanization, and

corruption among the rich and powerful, and a dangerous drain from the country-

side into the already over-centralized capital. Old problems still remain 1

the plight of the very poor, tho crippling division of tho country north and

south, and the continuing threat of communist attack. But two peronnial

problems, at least, are this year of somewhat less urgent concern! population

and food supply. A fairly successful family planning program to which
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missionary and Christian specialists have contributed, particularly at

Severance Hospital, has reduced the population increase rate from 3.0$

to 2.256 in ten years. And a bumper 1969 harvest has given the nation

fairly adequate food, though the p*otoih gap In the national diet is still

serious.

A major Christian contribution to the complex problems of rapid

city growth has been the organization of the Institute of Urban Studies

and Development at Yonsei University. Sparked by a short-term missionary

with active experience in American labor problems, the Institute has

initiated a Community Action Training Project which sent six young Christians

(including two Roman Catholics) into some of the most depressed urban areas

in Seoul to "treat the slum as a classroom, a research site and a mission".

It has helped to organize student urban teams at the 9,000 member Youngnak

Presbyterian Church, and conducts an orientation program for new clergymen

in the city. A more specialized approach to one of the most tragic city

problems is the ministry for the rehabilitation of prostitutes. Here, too,

the catalytic agent has been the missionary, but Korean Christian social

agencies and the women of the church have compassionately joined in a two-

pronged effort, one part of which tries to roach country girls arriving

penniless at the city station before they fall into the hands of panderers

and pimps, and the other, the Girls Welfare Association, seeks to restore the

fallen to whole life and health in Christian rehabilitation homes. The

results have so impressed Seoul's mayor that he wrote, "We appreciate what

you are doing for the prostitutes of Korea, From now on we will obey your

orders" The government has officially turned to the Christian program

for advice and assistance.

The focus of Christian action and planning for rural problems is the

Union Christian Service Center in Taejon, which has pioneered in food canning,

and a Rural Credit Program. Its Heifer Project has loaned animals for breed-

ing to over a thousand individuals, and 120 institutions. Its training

program turns out about one hundred rural leaders a year specializing in

animal husbandry and farm machinery,5

Among the most urgent medical priorities for Korea are a national

public health program and better care for the poor. Only 2# of the national

budget is allocated to public health. Almost half (573) of the country s

1,467 towns are without the services of a doctor, and almost one-third of

Korea’s doctors (4,000 out of 13,139) aro concentrated in one city, Seoul.

The government estimates that only 6.5% of the rural population over gets

modern medical attention.

6

One Christian answer to this challenge is to take medical services

to the country. Taegu Presbyterian Hospital’s satellite system of subsidiary

country hospitals and mobile clinics pushes medical aid out from the. institu-

tional center In Korea's third largest city to where it is least available,

the rural countryside. An even more 'dramatic experiment in poor people s

low-cost medical service is the Koje Island project.
.

With a minimum of

institutional Investment and a maximum of community involvement, a resident

medical team of missionary and Korean doctors will provide help for the

isolated people on one of Korea's largest islands.
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5. The Christian C ommunity in Korea continues its remarkable growth,

out-pacing even the population growth. There are now reported to be three

million Korean Christians* 2,250,000 Protestants and 800,000 Roman Catholics.

This is 1015 of the population, whereas ten yoars ago the Christian percentage
was estimated at only 7#.

The Protestant community, in fact, has about doubled its size every

ten years since 1940, despite overwhelming obstacles. In the 1940s, though
faced first with Japanese shinto persecution and then with the division of

the peninsula, Protestants grew from 372,000 to over 600,000, In the 1950s,

the obstacles were communist invasion from without and deadly schism from

within, but the church more than doubled, increasing from 600,000 to a

constituency of 1,340,000. In the 1960s the church, beset by the unaccustomed

corrosions of relative prosperity, nevertheless once again almost doubled

the size of its community from 1,340,000 in I960 to 2,250,000 at the end

of 1969. (10)

Two out of every three Prortestants in Korea are Presbyterian

(1,478,388). But the divisions of the '50s are still unhealed and United

Presbyterians (with their Southern Presbyterian and Australian Presbyterian

colleagues) are officially related to only one of the four major Pesbyterian

bodies, that is, the Presbyterian Church in Korea. This is the largest, of

the Korean Presbyterian groups, reporting to the General Assembly a membership

of 253»638 communicants, and a registered constituency of 464,470.

One of the most important ecclesiastical events of 1969 was 'the

decision of this church to rejoin the World Council of Churches, It had

left the Council ten years ago in a vain attempt to prevent internal schism.

Now, two of Korea’s four larger Presbyterian bodies belong to the W.C.C.,

and the next decade may see a reduction of Korean Presbyterian divisions into

two major denominations* an evangelical, ecumenical Presbyterian church, and

an evangelical separatist group.

Another significant action was taken in the area of church-mission

relations. In December the five-year- old Department of Cooperative Work was

reorganized into a Committee on Cooperation as the executive agency for

decisions involving the Korean church's partnership in mission with its

three sister churches. The new structure is tied in more closely to the

Korean General Assembly and increases Korean representation on the Committee

from 50$ to 70$.

As the decade drew to a close, Christmas Eve 1969 visibly reminded

the nation of the significant Christian presence in Korea—a minority, but

with a mission, and with a message that makes its impact all over the land,

even in the huge, half-secular, half-pagan city of Seoul. The mayor is not

a Christian. But he joined the Roman Catholic cardinal of Korea and the

pastor of Seoul's largest Presbyterian church in public dedication of a great

Christmas tree in the City Plaza, 50,000 people jammed the square to watch

^

the nationally televised ceremony—the lighting of the tree, the massed choirs

the carols of the birth of Christ, and the prayers for peace. It was a good

ending to the 1960s, but, more important, it was the beginning of the 1970s.

— Samuel Hugh Moffett

Acting Commission Repro sentative
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3, Education in Korea today shows perhaps more visibly than any other

area of life the impact of the Christian mission. Of Korea's four loading

institutions of higher learning, two are Christian* Ewha University, the

world's largest women's university, which was founded by Methodists, and

Yonsei, founded by Presbyterians but now interdenominational. Applications

at Yonsei this year are four times the number of students who can be

accepted. 7 Just as important to the life of tho church is the network of

Presbyterian small colleges, Soongsil, Koimyung, Taejon, and Sooul Woman's

College*. Total enrollment in theso six schools is 16,463,

In 1969 the Bible Club Movement odebratod its fortieth anniversary.

Begun as a ministry to beggar boys, the Bible Clubs have developed into

schools for underprivileged children and are usually organized by a local

church. This year over 50,000 students from destitute homos in the city

slums and rural areas were enrolled in 300 such Bible Club-Church Schools,

most of which now have government charters as "folk schools",®

t!JJi attack on illiteracy in Korea, spearheaded for decades by the

churches, has proved so effective that this year the Christian Literacy

Association phased out its specialized work and quietly merged with tho

Korean Christian Literature Society. Illiteracy has dropped to an all-time

low of less than 20$,

9

A .problem both in education and in the church is the generation gap.

In the church It separates the older and younger ministers. In education, it

separates students from the general population. But power is still with the

older generation, both in church and society, and student protests havo

signally failed to arouse popular support. Korea is still conservative

despite all the revolutions through which it is passing.

4. Religion in general, is not, at least on the surface, a significant

factor in Korea, An attempted Buddhist revival never got off the ground

despite indirect government encouragement. The latest Cabinet shuffle quietly

dropped some of the most powerful pro-Buddhist figures and increased Christian

representation. Confucianism is kept alive only by family pride. Eighty

per cent of the people profess no religious faith, and the largest organized

religion is Christianity, with only about ton percent of the population.

Beneath the surface, however, tho unorganized, felt religion of the

masses is still shamanism, with all its related superstitions—fortune telling,

geomancy and folk healing. In the cities this is giving way to a more recent

import from the West, modern materialism. The religion of the people as a

whole might best be described as an uneasy tension between old animist-

shamanist superstitions and a new, secularized, self-centered obsession with

material progress. But neither tho old fears nor the new obsessions are

organized religions, and the country is still wide open to the evangelistic

presentation of the gospel as "good news to modern man". A consistent best-

seller is the new translation of the New Testament into colloquial, modern

Korean.
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DR. HELEN KIM

(1 899—1 969)

"Sing no sad songs for me, but songs of joy

and praise.” The death-bed wish of the late Dr.

Helen Kim, President Emeritus of Ewha who died

Tuesday, February 10 at her home near Ewha
Woman’s University, turned her funeral and burial

into still another way of witnessing to her Lord.

Hymns of praise replaced the traditional Korean
wailing, and pink and white carnations instead of

incense were placed in front of the bier. A constant

stream of Ewha alumnae, students, faculty, and friends

bade her farewell as she lay in state beneath a cross

of white flowers in the Emerson Chapel.

Long used to flaunting her opinion in the face of

binding tradition, especially that which trampled

women’s rights, she proved not only that Korean
women could be educated, but that they in turn

could educate others, sometimes better than men.
For her long struggle to educate "more women

better", the Korean government awarded her post-

humously one of the nation’s highest medals, the

Order of Diplomatic Merit, First Class. A diplomat

for Korea at the U.N. for many years, and a roving

ambassador, she was also recognized for her fight to

keep Korea free. The government gave her struggle

recognition with a “public funeral,” and the public

gave her recognition by attending the funeral 5,000

strong in the Welch-Ryang Auditorium, and another

5,000 outside. Crowds lined the streets some four

miles from the university to the Eastern section of

Seoul where she was buried in the Keum Nan Garden

next to her mother.

Korea’s outstanding Christian woman leader. Dr.

Helen Kim was dedicated to Christ by her mother

following her birth in Inchon on February 27. 1898.

She entered Ewha Haktang at the age of nine, but she

first found Christ after an overnight struggle of doubt

and prayer at the age of sixteen. Thereafter she de-

voted her life and more than fifty-one years of service

to Him as a Christian educator and leader.

She was a favorite among the students who studied

under Dr. Alice Appenzeller, and she was sent to

Ohio Wesleyen where she earned her B.A. and then

to Boston for her M.A. She returned to Korea to

teach at Ewha and later went back to the United

States to earn her Doctorate at Columbia in 1931.

Between 1932 and 1939 she was the student dean

at Ewha and Vice-President of Ewha Woman’s Coll-

ege. She became the President in 1940 and served

in this capacity until 1961.

Since she was always “concerned” and "involved,”

her career at Ewha was interrupted at intervals, at

first in 1919 when she had to hide for her involve-

ment in the Independence Movement, and then dur-
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mg the years 1922 to 1928 while she attended con-

ferences beginning with the Student Christian Federa-

tion Conference in Peking. She was on her way to

Jerusalem to attend the International Missionary Coun-

cil in 1928 when, after seeing the braids of Saigon

coolies, she had her hair cut. At home her new hair

style was a great scandal, since the hair was con-

sidered a symbol of bodily inheritance from one s

parents.
,

Her tests of courage stood her in good stead when

she had to face the ever-increasing pressure to turn

Ewha over to the Japanese as a field hospital after

the missionaries left in 1940. She allowed the Main

Building to be used for this purpose, but only on

the condition that the school be kept open. She next

had to dissuade the Americans from using the univ-

ersity in the same way during the Korean War.

In Pusan in 1951, when that city had been isolated

by the enemy, she helped to stabilize the unrest there

by calling her people together. "The only thing that

will save this situation is to start the schools again,

she said. Asked how much money she had to do this

with, she showed what she had, the equivalent of

about $300. With only her strong faith in God and

enough money to pay one month’s salary to her

teachers, she started a "tent university” on a windy

Pusan hillside. Later she convinced a local banker

that all the savings frozen in his bank were just "so

much paper” if the situation could not be saved, and

she borrowed enough with which to run the college.

It was at this time that she started the “Korea

Times” to help the U.N. Force understand Korea

and to give them up-to-date news. In 1954 she was

the first to insist on a return to Seoul in another

attempt to normalize the situation even though there

was still considerable risk from North Korea.

Over the years Dr. Kim served on dozens of bo-

ards of institutions, not only those of the Methodist

Church, but also those of her country and govern-

ment, finally holding, since 1965, the portfolio of Rov-

ing Ambassador of the Republic of Korea. She

received honorary doctorate degrees from Boston, Ohio

Wesleyan, Cornell, and Centro Escolor University,
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and in 1966 was given honorary citizenship by Dallas

and Fort Worth, Texas, and was awarded a citation

for Christian leadership from the state of Texas.

How could one small woman, under five feet, who
wore only a size 3 1/2 shoe do so much? This was
a question invariably asked by the newest of her

office workers. To many she was an "impossible wo-

man" demanding so much from others, but she never

demanded more than she herself gave. To others she

was "impossible" because she always suggested im-

possible ideas. She had, however, a way of making
the impossible come true. No Korean woman had

ever earned an American Ph. D. None had ever cut

her hair. When she tried to help raise $20,000 to

purchase the land for the Ewha campus she admitted

to her audience in the United States that she knew
it wa.s impossible, but she had faith that it could be

done.

While she was planning an evangelistic campaign to

take the news of Jesus Christ to thirty million people,

someone exclaimed, "But that’s the entire popul-

ation!" "Don’t you think I know that," she said. Told
that $20 million dollars was too large an amount for

the Development Decade campaign, she cut the speaker

off with, "We’ll need more than that!" Told that

there was no such thing as instant interpretation in

Korea for the International Prayer Fellowship Con-
ference because there was no equipment for it, she

responded, "Get some!" The university did. Told that

she was too ill to go to the United States to raise

funds for the Development Decade, she went anyway.
But Dr. Kim did not love challenge for the sake

of challenge. She rose to meet it only if it were ne-

cessary to espouse one of the causes close to her
heart: the propagating of Christianity throughout
Korea and the world; educating Korean woman and u-

niting them through the Ewha Alumnae, the Christian

women’s organizations and the National Council of

Women of the Republic of Korea; and keeping Korea
free and strong to shore up the defences against

Communism. Closest of all was the university, her
life work as a student, a teacher and an administrator.

She helped bring the university to the new campus
in Sinchon, kept it from the Japanese and American
military forces, saved enough of it from the Comm-
unists to re-create it in Pusan and bring it back to

Seoul where she rebuilt and expanded it.

Merely the giving of her life to these causes would
not have furthered them without her brilliant mind,
her generous heart, her insurmountable faith, and
her astonishing vision and foresight. Following her
death we keep hearing of her “last words." Dr.
Helen Kim seldom had anything else. She had a keen
wit and rarely lost an argument, not only because
of her position, but because of her ready reason. She
was excellent at verbal debate. Often requested to

speak she was an outstanding speaker in both
Korean and English.

Rebuilding the university, attending sessions at the

U.N. as the Republic of Korea’s delegate, attending
and speaking at the conferences and meetings abroad,
hostessing hundreds of meetings and parties at her
home for faculty, Christian leaders and friends, she
became famous as an educated woman Christian
diplomat. On retiring from the University in 1961

she threw herself fulltime into Christian organization

work, creating the International Prayer Fellowship
in 1966, serving as the director of the Korea Feder-
ation of Christian Evangelism through which she
tried to unite the Christian denominations and chur-
ches in Korea in a stronger, more direct effort to teach

others Christ’s good news. She helped direct the

Gospel Movement for a New Age through which
she sought thirty million believers for Christ. Having
received the Order of Cultural Merit of the Republic
of Korea, the Ramon Magsaysay Award for Public

Service and the Upper Room Citation for leadership

in world Christian fellowship in 1963, she donated
her award money for building a Ramon Magsaysay
Room in the Ewha Library and for building an
Upper Room Chapel near the university which later

housed the Korea Branch of the International Prayer
Fellowship and the Keum Nan Evangelism Associ-

ation.

There was also another side to Dr. Helen Kim.
She loved beauty, especially flowers, she loved calli-

graphy and oriental painting, and she loved music.
But most of all she loved people, inviting hundreds
at a time during the New Year’s season, or for her

birthday. Following her return from the States in

December she hostessed more than three large dinner

parties at one of which as many as seventy persons
were served.

In this manner she brought together great minds,

and introduced them and then usually united them in

some work project or other.

In all of her sermons and speeches she looked to

the future, but she constantly sought solutions to

present-day problems. At the Asia-South Pacific Con-
gress on Evangelism held November 1968 in Singa-

pore, after quoting Matthew 28: 18-20, she said, "The-

refore we must enter first into the ministry of Christ

Himself before trying to judge how best to adjust

our mission to the needs of our present day. And that

ministry of Christ is to evangelize the one last person,

if there should be even one, who has not yet found
Christ as His Savior."

Faced with the problem that most people in Asia

are neither non-Christians nor non-religionists, but

have already embraced some religion other than Chr-
istianity, she refused to accept the idea that the

Holy Spirit might be working through their faiths

and said, "We need to make very plain in our en-

counter with other religions that only Christ is our

Savior, but through dialogue with them we can discuss

our common concerns such as human dignity, relig-

ious liberty, and social justice, believing that the

spirit of Christ will speak to their hearts."

Tired, ill, and facing death, her faith never faltered.

"Man does not die because his pulse stops”, she said,

and asked her friends not to treat her as dead even

when her body perished. She felt indebted to every-

body around her for a large part of her life on
earth, but "the Lord has assured me of a future of

greater life and love,” he said, "I will love everyone

more than ever”.

Miss Kathleen Crane
Methodist Mission
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Cardiac c:lOorfc at sSeverance ‘3-todpital

This past year has brought progress in many areas

to Severance Hospital of Yonsei University Medical
Center. A modern four-floor wing, a cancer treatment

center with cobalt therapy, an electron microscope
for research and clinical use, and a new cardiology

laboratory have added much to Severance’s ability

to serve better those who come for medical care. The
field of cardiology has been my particular concern,

and I would like to describe some of the advances

that have occurred over the past year.

The cardiac program is divided into two sections:

the cardiology section which deals mainly with diag-

nosis, and the surgery section which does the heart

operations. New X-ray equipment has been installed

in the diagnostic laboratory which enables us to

see the heart on the T.V. screen during the cardiac

catherization. This replaces an old 1937 unit and
was purchased with money from the Fifty Million

Fund of the United Presbyterian Church. The China
Medical Board of the Rockerfeller Foundation con-

tributed funds for a cine angiogram unit with which a

moving picture right inside the heart can be taken.

Using this equipment, cardiologists are in a much
better position to make a diagnosis of the patient’s

disease; and it is extremely helpful to the surgeons

in planning surgery. From the academic point of

view, it provides better teaching material for the

residents and medical students. This also brings our

laboratory up to good Stateside standards. Similar

progress has been made on the surgery service with

the arrival of a new heart pump which has helped

greatly in the heart operations.

Another recent development at Severance is the new
intensive care unit. This service provides monitor-

ing of the heart beat as well as the latest res-

pirators to assist patients who can not breathe without

help. Another important item in this unit is the

cardiac arrest cart with equipment which can start

a heart that has stopped beating. A cardiac arrest

team has been organized; it is on call twenty-four

hours a day. This equipment also was purchased

with money from the Fifty Million Fund.
These areas of progress are an important factor

in the hospital’s being able to keep well-trained

physicians on the staff. The Korean physicians are

not only well-trained, they are dedicated to their

work, often turning down offers of higher salaries

from other hospitals to remain at Severance. Without
their skills and enthusiasm, the above progress would
not have come about, and the future would not look

so promising.

In addition, the hospital is able to take care of

many heart patients who otherwise could not find

treatment, since there is no other cardiac program
presently in Korea. Lee Sung Kun is an eleven-year-

old only son who was born with a serious heart

problem. Before coming to Severance, he could not

play or attend school. Now after his heart operation

he has a nearly normal heart and can play and go

to school with other boys his age. And there are

many others helped by the cardiac program. A

The Intensive Care Unit

number of the cardiac patients receive financial as-

sistance from the hospital in meeting the expenses

of their hospitalization; however, we still must turn

away many patients who have a treatable condition

because of a lack of funds.

One might ask how this cardiac program helps in

our primary task of witnessing to Jesus Christ. This

type of work attracts attention throughout the country

and places a Christian hospital in the position of

national leadership in medicine. Also, many patients

come for care who might not otherwise have chosen

to go to a Christian hospital. During their stay they

have the opportunity of hearing the message of

Christianity. Many make a commitment to Christ

and leave the hospital with a healing of the Spirit.

For these means of witness we give praise to God.

John T. Santinga, M.D.
United Presbyterian Mission

THE ROYAL
ASIATIC SOCIETY

One happy tour group of the Royal Asiatic Society

recently found itself greeted with banners welcoming

the British Royal family. The Society is not really

quite that royal, though it was chartered by King

George the Fourth, but membership in the Korea

Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, London, is still

one of the most privileged and delightful associations

open to the Korea missionary.

Don’t pass it by as a society of venerable scholars

lost in the pursuit of arcane, oriental knowledge.

True, it has academic distinction, but it welcomes all

who want to know more about Korea. Its "scholarly

pursuit of things Korean" is broadened by its "just,

balanced, dispassionate discussion of all things Ko-

rean."

It has a long history of missionary connections.
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Two-thirds of its first members in Korea in 1900

were missionaries. Gale, Underwood, Appenzeller,

Scranton, Moffett, and G.H. Jones were among them.

Others, like Allen and Hulbert, either had been, or

were to become missionaries. In our day Horace
Underwood and Sam Moffett have been presidents

of the Society, and Monsignor Carroll of the Mary-
knoll Fathers holds that office for 1970.

The first volume of the famous Transations (1900)

was almost entirely the work of missionary scholars,

featuring a friendly debate between James Gale and
Homer Hulbert as to whether Korean culture is

basically Chinese or native Korean, with Gale writ-

ing for the Chinese and Hulbert for the Korean side

of the argument.
But the R.A.S. neither was nor is a missionary

organization. Its first president was His Britannic

Majesty’s Charge D’ Affaires in Korea Mr. J.H. Gub-
bins, Exq., C.M.G. J. McLeavy Brown, Inspector
General of Customs was a Councillor. Mr. Sand,
Advisor to the Royal Yi Household, was a member,
as was Herr Doktor H. Weipert of His Imperial
German Majesty’s Consulate General. The first

Korean member was the Hon. Min Yong-Ghan,
nephew of the Queen and head of the government
during the Tonghak rebellion in the 1890s. Syngman
Rhee was another early member, listed only as S.

Rhee, Ph. D. in 1918, but later an Honorary Presi-

dent. There have been barons and bishops, ambas-
sadors and businessmen, soldiers and scholars, saints

and sinners, presidents, and even a Queen (Yunbi) in

the Society’s long list of members. The first Korean
president was Dr. L. George Paik.
Academically the Society is best known for its

Transactions and publications; popularly, for its

open lecture programs and tours.

The Transactions, free to members, is the annual
or bi-annual printing of articles and monographs read
before the Society, or submitted to the Council. Any-
one fortunate enough to possess a complete set of

the original 45 volumes (1900—1969) has a collector’s

item worth up to $1000. Some of the reprints, even,
sell for $13 a single volume.
Many of them are classics: George Heber Jones

on “Spirit Worship of the Koreans”, the earliest

treatment of Korean Shamanism (1901), and Bishop
Trollope on “Buddhism in Corea” (1917); or H.H.
Underwood’s highly praised work on "Korean Boats”

(1934), and the monograph that gave us the McCune
Reischauer “Romanization of the Korean Language”
(1939).

In the field of Korean literature, no one has ex-

celled the Anglicans, Bishop Trollope on “Korean
Books” (1932), and Bishop Rutt on "The Sijo” (1958).

One of the most useful issues is Volume 40 (1963)

Gompertz’s exhaustive “Bibliography of Western
Literature on Korea to 1950”, though missionaries
will want to consult the earlier bibliography of H.H.
Underwood (1931) which included a section on Mis-
sions, both Roman Catholic and Protestant, not to be
found in the Gompertz compilation.

Also of missionary importance are definitive articles

on de Cesjedes, the first Catholic priest in Korea,
by R.M. Cory (1937), and on R.J. Thomas, the first

Protestant martyr, by M.W. Oh (1933), and the 1967

volume on “The New Religions of Korea,” with

studies of the Olive Tree Church, Chondogyo, and

the bizarre Korean Unity Movement.
Since the War the Society has broadened its pro-

grams to include a wide selection of highly popular

tours. The island and temple tours are rather ecx-

pensive, but the one-day Seoul area trips are bargains.

Who can afford to miss a guided tour of Yi dynasty

palaces royally conducted by a man who lives there,

Mr. Lee Kyu, last of the Yi dynasty, son of the

Crown Prince, and a Director of the Society ?

More recently, led by Robert Kinney, the Society

has launched a vigorous book-publishing program
which has revolutionized the production of works in

English on Korea. It began with a series of scholarly

monographs. The first was Hahm Pyong-Choon’s
very readable and fascinating analysis of Korean
traditions which unfortunately he hid behind the

formidable title, The Korean Political Traditions

and Law. Next was a series of popular handbooks
which rocketed off the press with Paul Crane’s amaz-

ing best-seller, Korean Patterns, now in its third

printing* R.A.S. success had stimulated other publish-

ing ventures, like Yonsei University Press’s series of

reprints of rare and out-of-print classics in English

on Korea.

Program meetings, open to all, are held two Wed-
nesday nights a month, at 8 o’clock, usually at the

National Medical Center Nurses’ Auditorium. They
are not a retreat for antiquarians and hobbyists.

Lectures can range from the economics of North
Korea to palaeolithic pottery and Korean movies;

from anthropological studies of today’s Korean vil-

lages to the rights of sons of concubines in the Yi
dynasty. And it is all relevant, for if the record of

those first founders of the Korea Branch, Royal
Asiatic Society is any criterion, it would seem that

those who are most effective in influencing the present

and future of a country are the ones who best un-

derstand its past. So go royal. Go R.A.S.

Samuel Hugh Moffett
United Presbyterian Mission

P.S. Membership is $5.00 initiation fee, plus $7.00

yearly dues. The R.A.S. office phone is 75-5483.
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INTRODUCTION

After the rather complex events of 1305* Korea's diplomatic affairs were

in the hands of the Japanese. From the time of the treaty that confirmed this

development until the official annexation in 1910, one would expect that there

was a great deal of confusion on the peninsula that would have been reflected in

the growing Christian missionary movement. Public reports from the various

missions^ during this period, 1905 to 1910 ,
directly and indirectly mentioned

the political developments in Korea. The outcome of the developments, it could

be assumed, would possibly affect the freedom with which foreign missionaries

could carry on their work as well as their methods. Does one find, therefore,

missionary attitudes toward Japanese involvement in Korea in their published

reports during the 1905 to 1910 period? More specifically, can one observe

a change in attitudes toward Japanese involvement in and toward Korea's

political future under or independent of Japan? By surveying virtually all of

the published public reports of the four (American) Protestant denominations

in Korea (from 1905 to 1910), this paper will focus upon these questions of

missionary attitudes toward Japanese presence in Korea and their opinions about

Korea's political future. The term "missionary" will refer to the protestant

denominations, mentioned before, which supported nearly all of the movement

early in the century.

The documents used were reports of missionary stations and individuals

sent to the governing boards in the United States and periodicals sent to

people in individual churches that wished to subscribe. The material came from

nearly all portions of the country, but the survey is of only the "public"

documents and it is limited in this respect. There is some revealing material

in the surveyed documents which sheds light upon the general conditions in Korea

at the time, a period of considerable missionary activity in all parts of the

peninsula and a period of extreme turmoil in Korean society.
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THE MISSIONARY MOVEMENT, 1905

The years up to the period under discussion savi what was described as

marvelous progress of missionary work. ..the activity of the Christians, the

zeal for the cause, the self-sacrificing energy in church work, have challenged

2
the attention of all Christendom." As a result, the missionaries received a

3great deal of attention; and, even though the total number of Christians was

not high, the rate of increase was roteworthy. The total Presbyterian adherents,

4
for example, between 1890 and 1900 saw a 9,000% gain. The overall annual

increases continued into the new century.

Certain policies of the missionary movement from the beginning were

important in the relative success, and the awareness of this situation by the

missionaries seems to have aided their cause. Two early policies which seemed

important were the emphasis on education and the policy of "home-rule 11—or the

emphasis on Koreans building and governing their own churches and propagating

the faith introduced by the missionaries. The latter policy was often referred

to by Korean missionaries and foreign visitors as "the basic ingredient of

success". As reports were being sent back to the home mission boards in the

United States, the principle of self-support and self-propagation by Korean

Christians was emphasized. H.G. Underwood said in 1907 that adhering to the

policy from the beginning of the mission was the reason for success.^ Writing

at a later date, L. George Paik, now president of Yonsei University, wrote that

self-support in the establishment of the church taught the people a spirit of

independence and the habit of systematic giving and made self-propagation possible.

Above all, he wrote, persistence in this policy avoided the westernization of

Korean Christianity and prevented in part the impression from arising that the

Church was an exotic and foreign institution.^

Efforts in the area of education, religious and secular, were extensive and

the missions had been in the field for a number of years before the 1905-1910
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period. Pae )

a

e Haktanq for men and I hwa Haktanq for women had been organized

in 1887. The P ae j ae Haktanq was especially encouraged by King Kojong. He

generally showed amenity to the missionary efforts and was an important factor

in the early success of the Church in Korea. There was a great increase in the

number of rural schools and in the number of Korean students attending as events

continued to change Korea politically, especially after the Pvusso- Japanese

V.'dr in 1905. The increase in attendance and desire among the Koreans for education

was noted over and over again in reports. Before discussing the missionary

interpretation of this and the related increases in church membership and

attendance, note must be taken of the changing political scene, particularly

how it seemed to effect the missionary efforts.

The Church. before 1905, in summary, had been firmly established and early

policies of building an independent Korean church had been successful. In

1904 there were 1 74 missionaries of fourteen denominations in all parts of Korea.

Methodist Bishop Granston said, after visiting his church's mission in the early

part of the new century, "If you ask me to point out the most promising field

of the world today, I unhesitatingly say 'Korea'. It was obvious to the

missionaries in the field why Korea was "promising". Relevant to any survey

of reported views of the missionaries, therefore, were the political develop-

ments during 1905 which set the tone for the period being surveyed.

POLITICAL DEVELOPMENTS AND THE REACTION

Early in 1 904 Russia and Japan commenced fighting a war which, among other

developments, hastened extention of Japanese hegemony over Korea. On February 23,

1904, uorea pledged to place full confidence in Japan and to follow Japan's

advice in making improvements in administration in return for security guarantees.^

Events ultimately led to extreme pressure on the Korean Imperial House and its

cabinet of ministers. In November of 1905, as a result, Korea became a protec-

torate of Japan.
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The Korean reaction was not reported as violent, but it was quite widespread.

Missionaries from all sections of the country noted the reaction. In December

of 1905, one missionary teacher at _l_hwa Haktang noted: "As I came again among

a people whom I had learned to love and trust I found my first ministry was to

be that of consolation."^ Further in the same report she wrote that one of

her students "during her stay in a practically heathen home... told me how they

a. lowed her to have prayer each day, and how at noon they had gathered together

while she prayed for the country." Late, from Pyongyang, a missionary wrote:

The school shared with all Korea the storm of intense
excitement incident to... the fact that the nation was to
become a dependency of Japan. Feelings of shame, resent-
ment, and hate found expression in the determination to do
something heroic in the hour of their country's need. Many
pupils left school and returned home. Twelve others went
down to Seoul against advice... to join in the demonstrations
which were expected to take place there. These twelve pupils
were suspended. u

At the Korean './omen's Conference in 1 906 one report read a 'change" was

noticed among students a missionary teacher met again after a visit to the

United States and after the treaty with Japan had been signed in late 1905.^

In June of 1905, a Methodist teacher wrote that the political situation

has made our people despondent .. .and has caused many of our best and capable

young men to become depressed in spirit...."^

As soon as one begins to read in the reports of the political turmoil,

he notices the missionaries reporting results of the turmoil and what it meant

to their movement. At the same time, beginning in 1905, opinions about Japan's

role in Korea and Korea's future are more and more a part of reports and minutes

of meetings.
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MISSIONARY VIEWS OF KOREA'S FUTURE

In June, 1905, one missionary expressed the view of many, it seems, when

he wrote that Korea will never be what it was before and that it would behoove

the missionaries 'to make a more strenuous effort to so influence and leave

our impress upon this new life as to forever insure it to be thoroughly

1 3Christian". This view, that Korea must be made into a Christian country, was

logically, the most consistently expressed. Arriving missionaries and visitors

often reported the potential Korea had from an evangelical viewpoint. "The

hospitality the Koreans are showing to Christianity is more prophetic than the

failure of the Korean Government," one evangelist wrote .

^

He concluded,

"Righteousness exalteth a nation, and the Gospel of Christ has in it the power

to make any nation r
i
ghteous . . * .The star of its (Korea) hope is rising in the

shape of Christian churches and Christian schools."
1

^ From Pyongyang in 1906

an evangelist concluded that Korea's role in the East was to be "not commerce,

not learning, but infinitely greater than these, she is to be God's messenger

bringing the true light of Christianity in the midnight darkness of the Eastern

.. „16
s i tuat ion."

Another view expressed in early 1906 was that Korea needed an education

that "will save her young men; an education that will purify and strengthen

the will, inspire the heart and teach them how to do things."^ In addition,

many expressed general confidence in the results such education was showing.

A Reverend Noble wrote in 1 906 that he felt the "real spirit of Korean manhood

is rapidly coming to the surface. The new spirit, almost startling in its

vigor, is rapidly spreading to the non-Christian communities."^
0

Many missionaries,

encouraged by evangelical success, concluded Korea had a promising future.

The Korea Methodist , in 1905, wrote in an editorial about the outstanding

quality of Koreans which makes them devout Christian converts. Its conclusion

was: "These are some of the things that give us hope that Korea has a future--
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a mission in keeping with the great faith she has shown in the Savior of the

wo r 1 d . "

^

As the post-treaty period progressed, missionaries began to postulate as

to why they were getting a large number of conversions. One attributed his local

success to the results of the Russo- Japanese War. It was driving people to

20
him, he said. In 1906, an effect of the "passing away of Korea's independence

served somewhat to stimulate the Koreans along the lines of education. They

21
are working up to the fact that he who knows little does little." Increases

in numbers of students desiring admission to missionary schools were reported.

New schools were built in rural areas and mission stations were asking for

support in the effort to meet this "thirst" for education, both secular and

religious. A Reverend Sharp stationed in Hwang-hae Province was very candid

in his appraisal of why people were turning to the Christians. He said in a

vein similar to other reports that the main reason was for protection and power.

In addition, his experience seemed to show "these people ...calling for schools

and western learning and western culture. Many of them do not know what

spiritual hunger is, and when the spiritual nature of Christianity is explained

22
to them they turn from it."

A Southern Methodist missionary wrote in 1906 that the Korean attitude

toward Christianity was the result of something other than evangelism: "The

general unrest and lack of something to which they may cling is causing the

people to turn to the missionary and the message he has, and they are trying

23
to find out if we have something which they can trust."

In later reports that were surveyed, one does not notice a great amount of

concern with Japanese presence. In one report, though, a resolution that had

been passed at the annual meeting of the Methodist Conference early in 1905 /

read:

Recognizing the many acts of courtesy we have
received at the hands of the Japanese officials and Government

\
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and the repeated kindly offices of helpfulness they have
shown towards Koreans individually, expressing our entire
confidence in the Japanese Government and in their ability
and perfect intentions towards the needy land of Korea,
and

Whereas, The Japanese are coming into Korea in great
numbers and as these include all classes of citizens even
to the lowest because of unrestricted immigration and

V/hereas, There are many acts of lawlessness among them, and
Whereas, There are many cases of distress and injustice to

the native Koreans because of these acts of lawlessness,
Resolved, That we ask Bishop Harris to present these

conditions to the Japanese officials and that he uses his
influence with them that they exercise a greater control over
their subjects in Korea and take steps Jo prevent the incomings
of an undesirable class of immi g rants .

2 [

Other individual cases of Japanese abuse appeared in missionary publications

or
but they did not seem widespread.'^

Very much aware of the political difficulties in which they could easily

find themselves, the missionaries gave the impression of remaining "neutral" or,

at least, keeping the Church non-political. In a number of individual station

reports, things were reported having been initiated to tone down emotion and/or

discipline students for apparent ant i -Japanese actions. One notices, in addition,

that in 1906, 1907, and before, Japanese language was being taught in a number
r\ /

of missionary schools of both major denominations.

In 1905, the Methodist mission reported that nine of sixteen people

received by transfer to Korea were missionaries who had served in Japan and,

in 1907, the only two transferred to Korea in their entire mission were from

28
Japan. The effect of adding this "new blood" that had some degree of

attachment to Japan would tend, it seems now, to at least have caused them to

foster harmony between the Korean and Japanese peoples. One Mr. Curtis, such

a transferee, was reported by the Presbyterian Mission as traveling a great deal

in 1907 and 1 908 to administer to the spiritual needs of Japanese residents in

29Korea. In Seoul a Japanese Y.M.C.A. was started with missionary encouragement.
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Most missionaries seemed to have remained neutral during this period of

increased Japanese presence in Korea, and, after 1908, when private scho- Is

were ordered under closer supervision of Japanese educat'onal authorities, rv

mention was made of It in the surveyed publications except f r the publishing

of the ordinance in the 1909 Korea Mission leld with n? c mment.

It seemed that the most common way of "getting arouhd" having a clear

p 1 i t i cal posture was similar to that followed by a Presbyterian evangelist from

Seoul who faced difficulty

The marked succes of the Y.M.C.A. caused attempts to be
made to use it p 1 i t i call y ... .Many young men of the churches
began to band themselves together under a similar name within the
churches .... In time these were all uppressed, not because of
lack of sympathy on the part of the mi sionaries for all who were
being wronged but to prevent the church (from) becoming a political
organization.-^

The neutrality officially advocated by the missions led to individual

anguish, it can be imagined. Little of this was reported in the surveyed

material, however. Steps taken by mission stations and educational institutions

to assure neutrality were mentioned and it might be added that missionaries

reported them successful

.

C ' N LUSIONS

The missionary community found itself in a rather difficult position during

the 1905 to 1910 period. Membership in their church was increasing and getting

world-wide attention. There was, together with this fact, increasing awareness

that a good deal of the increase was due to pressure on people that grew as

political tension became more apparent. The impression one has, based on the

public reports of mission stations, is that the missionary body as a whole and

the Korean clergy under their influence were quite neutral. No changes were

apparent as tne period progressed— in fact, the reported objections tc Japanese

presence were recorded early in the period. rivate correspondence might reveal

views more outspoken than those f und in the surveyed material.
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The lack of these purely political views in official mission publications

reflects the official view of the time. fforts to restrict making the mission

political were reported, in the schools particularly. Americans reading these

reports and publicati ns in 1905, 1906, or 1907 probably got the impression of

"neutrality". Perhaps the missio.aries were not repressing political views

hostile to the Japanese but rathe, were sympathe ic to the trends of the times.

If the missions had been more ut poke in criticism of certain evelop-

ments In Japanese admin strati n during the urveyed perio , the nature of

Korean resistance might have been altered and the development of Korean

nationalism would have been affected. Tha question remains and it is yet not

p ssible to fully determine the relevance of it t the development of Korean

nat i nal i sm.
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In 1905 the following Protestant missions were in Korea; No them
and Southern Presbyterian, Northern and Southern Methodist, Canadian resbyter i an

,

and Australian Presbyter an.

2
George Paik, Protestan: Missi ns in Korea, Pyongyang, 1929 1 p* 252.

^The King's early patr nage of missionary e ucational eff rt was a

well-known story.

^Charles Allen Clark, " ome Startling Church Statistics", The Korea Mission

Field , Vol. 33* No. 1, January, 1 937 » PP- 18-19*

^H.G. Underwood, "Principles of Self-support in Korea", The Korea Miss n

Field , Vol. 4, No. 6, une, 1908, p. 91

.

^George Paik, op. cit. , p. 282.

^Methodist Episcopal Church, outh, Rep' rt, 1901, p. 101. (all of the

missi n "reports" are to the home missi n boards)

8
Lee Chong-sik, , he Politics of Ko rean. Nationalism (Berkeley,

J 965) , p. 70.

^The Korea Mission Field , Vol. 2, No. 9, 1906, 179«

1 °
I b i

d

, p. 221.

^
^ Method 1 st Episcopal Church Korea Woman's Conference, Seoul, 1906,

Report, pp. 5-6.

1 9
Korea Mission Conference, Methodist Episcopal Church, First Annual

Session, Seoul, Korea, Official Minutes , 1906, p. 60.

14
he Korea Mi s ion Fi el , Vol. 2, No. 4, February, 1906, p. 6 .

° bid , Vol. 2, No. 6, p. 108.

1

7

Ibi

d

. , Vol . 2, No. 4, p. 71

•

' 8
1 b i

d

. , V 1. 2, No. 3 , p. 176.

'^The Korea Methodist, Vol. 1, No. 2, 1905, P- 152.
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Methodist Episcopal Church, South, Minutes, 1 1 th Annual Meeting, Korea,

1907, P. 38.

Korea Mission Conference, Official Minutes , Second Annual

1906, p. 39.

22
The Korea Mission Field , Vol . 2, No. 10, August, 1906, p.

2 ?
The Korea Mission Field

,
Vol. 3, No. 3, January, 1907, pi

24
Korea Mission Conference, Official Minutes , Second Annual

Sess ion

,

183.

51.

Session,

June,

p * 86

25
For example, from Pusan one missionary wrote: "It was a painful duty

to have to inquire as to the authority and right of the Japanese military rail-
road to seize and destroy the church building of the Masanpo group." (as

reported in The Korea Mission Field , Vol. 2, No. 3, p. 57.)

26
For example, Minutes 11th Annual Meetin g, p. 59 and Minutes and Reports

24th Annual Meeting of the Korea Mission of the Presbyterian Church, U.S.A.,
Seoul, 1908, p. 72.

27

28

Korea Mission Conference, Official

Ibid ., Third Annual Session, p. 24.

Mi nutes , First Annual Session, p. 23.

29
Minutes and Reports , (Presbyterian) p. 72.

^
Annual Report , Presbyterian Church U.S.A., Seoul, 1906, p. 9-
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1 'v. ;t is said, are locked

•' - t 1 a ihe so !s of men. Upon the

..c i t'-.c <; rflict between Jesus Christ and

t\ A! .-a rides tnedtsiinv of our civilization.

ij-'die of communism winch Marx said was

haunting Europe, now haunts all of the continents.

Thousands of miles from the British Museum where

he studied and wrote, the Orient today is thus

haunted in terms of pen and sword.

The issue between Christ and Marx is reflected this

month in World Vision Magazine J. H. Pike outlines

elements of an emergent Chinese religion centered

upon Mao Tse-tung, foremost Marxist of the Orient

(p. 5). Samuel H. Moffett reviews the life of Helen

Kim, one of the most distinguished Christians Korea

has ever produced (p. 8).

The atheistic Karl Marx has spawned a religion for

which Mao, its demigod, has supplied a bible

composed of his own writings. As a Red redeemer

caught up in a regnant, power-grabbing egotism and a

confused assumption of the trappings of deity, Mao
leads millions on another "Long March”—this time to

the wilderness of idolatry.

Jesus Christ bears responsibility for Helen Kim's

profession of faith in the triune God. Hers was a

humility of spirit which reflected her Lord’s

self-emptying (Phil. 2:5ff.) and the apostle Paul’s

fierce rejection of deification (Acts 14:1 Iff.). The
Bible she chose to follow speaks of keeping oneself

from idols, of counting others better than self, of
seeking not great things for self, and of working not

for one’s own glory but rather the glory of God.

The spiritual revolution espoused by Helen Kim
plumbs to the depths of the soul and extends through

eternity. As for Mao’s revolution -it is simply not

radical enough to meet the basic need of mankind.
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^Ehe was less than five feet tall, and

she wore size 3M shoes, but Koreans

called her their “superwoman.” Now
there is no one left who can fill her

• shoes.

Helen Kim of Korea—diplomat,

educator and evangelist—was one of

the greatest women in Korea’s 4000

years of history. When she died on

February 10, 1970, the nation’s press

tried to pinpoint the secret of her

action-filled life, and even non-Chris-

tians acknowledged that the roots of

her greatness lay in her simple Chris-

tian faith.

She was perhaps best known as the

Samuel H. Moffett war born in Korea.

From 1947 to 1951 he was a mission-

ary in China and was later reassigned

to Korea where he has worked since

1955. He is on the faculty of the

Theological Seminary of the Presby-

terian Church of Korea.

crusading president of Ewha Woman’s

University in Seoul, Korea. As its first

Korean president she took a struggling

little Methodist mission school and

built it into the largest women’s col-

lege in the world. But that was only a

part of what she did. Her whole life

was a triumphant struggle in the cause

of women’s rights against the crushing

weight of traditional Confucian con-

tempt for the weaker sex.

Helen Kim was born in 1 899 as an

unwanted fifth daughter. She was

named offhandedly by her disap-

pointed Confucian father as Ki-teuk,

which means "Obtained-in-the-year-

of-the pig.”

However, when she was six years

old, her mother became a Christian,

and the father, impressed by the

change in his wife, soon became a

Christian also. The household gods,

even the ancestral tablets, were pub-

licly burned. The whole family was

baptized. New names were given to the

girls, marking a change from Con-

fucian scorn to Christian love. Little

“Oblained-in-the-year-of-the-pig” (Ki-

te u k) became "Living Orchid”

(Whal-lan, or Helen).

Even more revolutionary was the

family decision to send the daughters

to school. Girls, except among the

very elite or among the courtesans,

were not expected to read or think in

old Korea. As a girl, Helen’s mother

had been beaten by her father when he

caught her studying in secret. Now as a

Christian she proudly watched three of

her daughters go off to school at new

mission institutions which were start-

ling the nation by daring to proclaim

that women could be educated.

From Frozen Dogma

But the greatest revolution of all.

Dr. Kim used to say, “was in my own

heart.” It happened during the annual

evangelistic services at Ewha Girls’

High School when she was sixteen, and

during the early years of Japanese

occupation of Korea. This is how she

describes it in her autobiography,

Grace Sufficient: “Without my real-

izing it, my religion was a set of frozen

dogmas and lifeless exercises. When

the preacher asked us to confess our

sins I began to feel rebellious. I had no

sin to confess. . . no stealing, no lying,

no injustice to anyone. . . . But I felt

disturbed both in mind and heart. At

last I could stand it no longer. I either

had to get at the reality of religion or

else give [it] up altogether.

“At this point 1 remembered and

took the preacher’s suggestion and

began to pray as I had never prayed

before. I asked God, if He existed, to

reveal to me the truth concerning what

the preacher told us-that we were all

sinners who must be redeemed by

Christ. Suddenly the illumination

came to me that my sins were pride,

self-will, and hatred for the Japanese. I

fell upon the floor and asked God to

forgive all my sins. I immediately felt

His forgiveness.”

It was in this experience of salva-

tion, says Dr. Kim, that her crusade

for women’s rights was born, After the

assurance of forgiveness she seemed to

see a remarkable vision. “I seemed to

see Him take the three bags of my sins

I

|
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away (pride, self-will arid hatred), and

He showed me what to do the rest of

my life. He pointed to a big moat

where a mass of Korean women were

crying out for help. . . . From that

time on my life has been directed by

God’s hand toward the one course of

humble service to the womanhood of

my country, and the emancipation of

the women of the world."

Toward Revolution

Helen Kim graduated in 1918 in

the fifth graduating class at Ewha,

which by then had become a college.

She was the only graduate that year.

The Japanese militarists had an-

nexed Korea in 1910. Sensing that

freedom for Korean women was in-

escapably linked with Korea’s own
freedom, Helen plunged at once into

the underground movement for inde-

pendence from Japanese colonialism.

When the great nonviolent Korean

independence movement broke into

the open in March 1919 and was

brutally suppressed by Japanese

police, Helen Kim escaped arrest only

by hiding in disguise for months.

Madame Syngman Rliee once wrote of

her, “She was a tower of strength in

the decades-long effort to restore

Korean independence.”

The 1919 Movement failed but

Helen Kim never lost faith that her

country would one day be free. In

1922, with a Presbyterian colleague,

Mrs. Pilley Kim Choi, she organized

the first meetings of the YWCA in

Korea and managed to keep it as an

independent Korean organization even

under Japanese rule.

That same year she went to Amer-

ica where, at Ohio Wesleyan, she

became the first Korean woman
elected to Phi Beta Kappa. Later, at

Columbia University, she was also to

become the first Korean woman ever

to earn an American Ph.D.

But she never stayed long in Amer-

ica. Her heart was with her own people

in Korea whom she always loved,

always prodded, and sometimes

shocked.

In 1928, as an elected delegate to

the International Missionary Confer-

ence in Jerusalem, she appeared-to

the scandal of many Koreans-with her

long hair bobbed short. At Saigon, on

the way to Jerusalem, she had seen

sweating coolies with long, braided

queues in the old Chinese fashion. If

long hair is a sign of servitude, she

concluded, then it is not for Korean
women, and promptly cut off her own
long braids.

Again, at a Methodist General Con-
ference in Kansas City that same year

American Methodists were debating

the advisability of combining Korea
and the Philippines under a single

bishop instead of giving each a bishop

as before. Korea’s male delegates at

the meeting kept politely silent, con-

sidering the matter a problem for their

hosts to solve. Not so Helen Kim.

Brushing aside the counsel of the

Korean men, she sprang to her feet

with an impassioned plea for a

full-time bishop for Korea, and she

carried the Conference with her.

In 1940, on the eve of World War
II, Dr. Kim became the first Korean
president of Ewha Woman’s College.

For the next five years under intoler-

able Japanese pressures she neverthe-

less managed to keep her Christian

school open-and free. But in August

1945, the militarists tired of her per-

sistent opposition. She was blacklisted,

along with thousands of other Korean

leaders, for arrest and execution. The
scheduled vdate for the secret execu-

tions was August 1 5. But on that very

day Japan surrendered. The atom
bombs dropped on Hiroshima and
Nagasaki had saved her life. "When
America is censured for the atom
bomb,” she has said to critics, “let it

also be remembered how many lives

those same bombs saved."

First-class Diplomat

The recovery of Korean indepen-

dence catapulted Helen Kim into na-

tional prominence. Syngman Rhee

brought her into his cabinet as Direc-

tor of the Office of Public Informa-

tion. She founded The Korea Times ,

the country’s first modem Eng-

lish-language newspaper. Her govern-

ment soon discovered that she was a

first-class diplomat, and appointed her

first as a delegate to the United

Nations, and then as Ambassador-

at-large.

International honors were
showered upon her. Ohio Wesleyan.

Boston, Cornell and Centro Escalor

Universities granted her honorary

doctorates. In 1963 she was awarded
the prestigious Ramop* Magsaysay

Award for Public Service.

Meanwhile, at the college, she re-

introduced the annual evangelistic

services which had once changed her

own life, and rejoiced to see as many
as seven hundred college gfrls baptized

in a single year at Ewha. When she

took the presidency in 1940. the col-

lege had an enrollment of less than six

hundred. Tweniy-one years later,

when she retired, the college had
become a university, and the number
of students had rocketed to more than

8000. She never married, but she had

180,000 “daughters”-her Ewha
graduates.

The Remaining Years

Helen Kim retired from the presi-

dency in 1961. “Perhaps I have been

too busy,” she said. “Now I want to

give more time to telling others about

Jesus Christ. I want to give my place in

the school to someone else and spend

the remaining years of my life as an

evangelist, speaking for Christ in vil-

lage churches.”

But not only in village churches. It

was as an evangelist that she repre-

sented Korea at the World Congress on

Evangelism in Berlin, and at the Asia

South-Pacific Congress on Evangelism

in Singapore. And it was as an evan-

gelist that she died, speaking to all

Korea as the nation listened to the

reading of her will. “Man does not die

because his pulse stops,” she wrote.

“The Lord has assured me a future of

greater life and greater love. I do noi

want a conspicuous funeral. Just send

me to my Lord in a simple church

service.”

The Premier came to her funeral.

The President awarded her post-

humously one of the nation’s highest

honors—the Order of Diplomatic

Service Merit, First Class. But it was

the thousands of others who came to

the little Methodist chapel at Ewha
who were a better measure of her life

and influence. They did not come to

weep. They came to pray and to sing,

as Dr. Helen Kim had asked them to.

“Sing songs of victory, glory and life,

when I die,” she said, for this in-

domitable ambassador, educator and

citizen of the world was above all, a

Christian.
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HELEN KIM OP KOREA
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She was less then five feet high, and her shoe

size was only 3$, but Koreans called her their "super-

woman", and there is no one left alive who can fill her

shoes.

She was Helen Kim of Korea, diplomat, educator

and evangelist, one of the greatest women In Korea's four

thousand years of history. When she died on Feb, 10, 1970,

and the nation's press tried to pinpoint the secret of her

action-filled life, even non-Chrlstlans acknowledged that

the roots of her greatness lay In her simple Christian faltfc.

She was best known, perhaps, as the crusading

president of Ewha Women's University In Seoul, Korea. As

its first Korean president she took a struggling little

Methodist mission school and built It Into the largest

women's college In the world. But that was only a part of

what she did. Her whole life was a triumph of struggle

in the cause of women's rights against the crushing weight

of traditional Confuclan contempt for the weaker 6ex.

Helen Kim was born In 1899 as an unwanted fifth

daughter. She was named off-handedly by her disappointed

Confuclan father as Ki-deuk, which means "Obtained- in-the-

year-of-the-pig", that Is, 1899.

When she was six years old, however, her mother

became a Christian, and the father, Impressed by the change
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W
In his wife soon became a Christian also. The household

gods, even the ancestral tablets, were publicly burned. The

whole family was baptized. New names were given the girls,

marking a change from Confuclan scorn to Christian love.

Little £x "Obtained- ln-the-year-of-the-Plg" (Kl-teuk) became

"Living Orchid" (Whal-lan, or Helen).

Even more revolutionary was the family decision

to send the daughters to school. Girls, except among the

very elite or among the courtesans, were not expected to

read or think In old Korea. As a girl, Helen's mother had

been beaten by her father when he caught her studying In

secret. Now as a Christian 6he proudly watched three of her

daughters go off to echool at new mission Institutions

which were startling the nation by daring to proclaim that

women could be educe ted.

But the greatest revolution of all, Dr. Kim used

to say, "was In my own heart". It happened during the

annual evangelistic services at Bwha Girls' High School

when she was sixteen, and during the early years of Japanese

occupation of Korea. This Is how she describes it in her

autobiography, Grace Sufficient . "Without my realizing it,

my religion was a.. set of frozen dogmas.. and lifeless

exercises. When the preacher asked us to confess our sins

I began to feel rebellious. I had no sin to confess..no

stealing, no lying, no Injustice to anyone.. But I felt

disturbed both In mind and heart.. At last I could stand

It no longer. I either had to get at the reality of religion

or else give (it) up altogether..

"At this point I remembered and took the preacher's
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suggestion and began to pray as I had never prayed before,

I asked God, if He existed, to reveal to me the truth con-

cerning what the preacher told us— that we were all sinners

who must be redeemed by Christ. Suddenly the Illumination

came to me that my sins were pride, self-will, and hatred

for the Japanese. I fell upon the floor and asked God to

forgive all my sins.. I immediately felt his forgiveness."

It was in this experience of salvation, says Dr.

Kim, that her crusade for women's rights was born, &fter

the assurance of forgiveness she seemed to see a remarkable

vision. "I seemed to see Him take the three bags of my sins

away (pride, self-will and hatred), and He showed me what to

do the rest of my life. He pointed to.. a big moat.where 8

mass of Korean women were crying out for help.. From that

time on my life hss been directed by God's hfand toward the

one course of humble service to the womanhood of my country,

and the emancipation of the women of the world." ^

Helen Kim graduated from Ewha, which b} then had

become a college, in the fifth graduating class, u, M/S.

She was the only graduate that year. Sensing that freedom

for Korean women was Inescapably linked with Korea's own

freedom, she plunged at once into the underground movement

for independence from Japanese colonialism, i'ha Japanese

militarists had annexed Korea in 1910. When the great

non-violent Korean independence movement broke into the
a,Jl Wtu>

open in March, 1919,

^

owl-y- to be brutally suppressed by

Japanese police, Helen Kim escaped arrest only by hiding

in disguise for months. Madame Syngman Hhee once wrote

1. Helen Kim, Grace Sufficient . Nashville, Upper Boom, 196 J*,

PP. 29,30.
* *
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of her, "She was a tower of strength In the decades-long

O
effort to restore Korean Independence."

The 1919 Movement failed but Helen Kim never lost

faith that her country would one day be free. In 1922, with

a Presbyterian colleague, Mrs. Pllley Kim Choi, she organized

the first meetings of the YWCA In Korea and managed to keep

It an Independently Korean organization even under Japanese

rule.

That same year she went to America where, at Ohio

Wesleyan, she became the first Korean woman elected to Phi

Beta Kappa. Later, at Columbia University, she was to

become the first Korean woman also ever to earn an American

Ph.D.

But she never stayed long In America. Her heart

was with her own people In Korea whom she always loved,

always prodded, and sometimes shocked. In 1928, elected

a delegate to the International Missionary Conference In

Jerusalem, she appeared, to the scandal of many Koreans,

with her long hair bobbed short. At Saigon, on the way to

Jerusalem, she had seen sweating coolies with long,

braided queues. In the old Chinese fashion. If long

hair 16 a sign of servitude, she concluded, then It Is

not for Korean women, and promptly out her own long braids.

Again, at a Methodist General Conference In Kansas City

that same year American Methodists were debating the advisa-

bility of combining Korea and the Philippines under a

single bishop Instead of giving each a bishop as before.

Korea's male delegates at the meeting kept politely silent,

considering the matter a problem for theVhosts to solve. Not
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bo Helen Kim. Brushing aside the counsel of the Korean

men, she sprang to her feet with an Impassioned plea

for a full-time bishop for Korea, and she carried the

Conference with her.

In 19*K), on the eve of World war II, Dr. Kim

became the first Korean president of Ewha Woman's College,

r’or the next five years under Intolerable Japanese pressures

she nevertheless managed to keep her Christian school open

and free. But In August, 19^5* the militarists tired of

her persistent opposition. She was blacklisted, along with

thousands of other Korean leaders, for arrest and execution.

The scheduled date for the secret executions was August 15.

But on that very day Japanes surrendered. The 8 ton^ bombs

on Hiroshima and Nngasake had saved her life. "When America

Is censured for the atom bomb," she has said to critics,

"let It also be remembered how many lives those same bombs

saved.

"

The recovery of Korean independence catapulted

Helen Kim Into national prominence. Syngman Rhee brought

her Into his Cabinet as Director of the Office of Public

Information. She founded The Korea Times, the country's
. ll& 1 <ii So 1/t-

V

I lrst modern English-language newspaper. Ho vine*- diooovG Fgd
$1* to**

(

+ter=-ttrlento- a first-class diplomat, hnr govr rnirrrtt f 1

appointed her^a delegate to the United Nations, and then

Ambassador-at- large.

International honors were showered Uyon her.

Ohio Wesleyan, Bos ton, ax Cornell and Centro Escalor

Universities granted her honorary doctorates. In 1963

she was awarded the prestigious Ramon Magsaysay Award
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for Public Service.

Publ ic sorvloo and public honor
Pka.-v.uClL

,
<M Ccrtbf*

f _
not ke»p her f rcm her

l | howovcrv-dld

reintroduced the annual evangelistic services which had

once changed her own llfe^As many as 700 college girls

t ' Tgrt Id- -teo baptized In a single year at Ewha. When she

took the presidency In 19^0 the college had an enrollment

of less than six hundred. Wh un uhn retime! "twenty-one
six S

years la ter^
-

the col lege had become a university, and

the number of students had rocketed to more than 8,000.

She never married, but she had 180,000 "daughters", her

Ewha graduates.

Helen Kim retired from the presidency In 1961.

"Perhaps I have been too busy," she said. "Now I want to

°:lve more time to tell others about Jesus Christ. I want

to ^lve my place In the school to someone else and spend

the remaining years of my life as an evangelist, speaking

for Christ in village churches."

But not only in village churches. It was as an

evangelist that she represented Korea at the World Congress

on Evangelism in Berlin, and at the Aslan-South Pacific

Congress on Evangelism In Singapore. And It was as an

evangelist that she died, Per all Korea m death, eu%r

and »11 Korea liotuaud ^to the reeding of her will* "Man

does not die because his pulse stops," she wrote. "The

Lord has assured rre a future of greater life and greater

love. I do not want a conspicuous funeral. X Just send

roe to my Lord in e simple church service."
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The Premier attended that simple service on

behalf of the Korean government. The President awarded

her posthumously one of the nation's highest honors, the

Order of Diplomatic Service Merit, First Class. Eut it

was the thousands of others who came 60 the little Methodist

ohapel at Ewha who were a better measure of her life and

Influence. They did not come to weep. They came to pray

and to sing, as Dr. Helen Kim had asked them to. "Sing

songs of victory, glory and life, when I die," she said*

- Lift ^ W*J
<<

ambassador, educator^ citizen of the world,-***** above all.

— Samuel Hugh Moffett
May 17, 1970
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SAMUEL H. MOFFETT

A Christian World View for the Seventies
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Rev. Samuel H. Moffett, Ph.D., is presently the Associate President and
teacher of the history of Christian doctrine at the Presbyterian Theological

Seminary in Seoul, Korea. Previously he was a missionary to China for four
years and served in the U.S. as the Secretary of Youth Work to the Presby-

terian Board of Foreign Missions. He has authored three books: Where'er
the Sun (1943), The Christians of Korea (1962), and Joy for an Anxious
Age (1966). His degrees are from Wheaton College, Princeton Theological

Seminary, and Yale University.

1 find it a little hard to believe that only sixty years ago, Walter Rauschenbush, proph-

et of the ‘‘New Theology" of the 20th century, could look around him and declare with
satisfaction, ‘‘The longest and hardest part of Christianizing the social order has been
done." (1912 - an age of hope - too much hope.) What a contrast today. One of today's

most respected prophets of the "New Theology," the late Paul Tillich, says just the oppo-

site: ‘‘There is no hope for a final stage of history in which peace and justice rule." This

is too little hope. Will you forgive me if I suggest that most evangelical thinking about the

church's world mission is still a reaction against Rauschenbush's unbiblical optimism? If

you're going to react, perhaps what you ought to be reacting to today is Tillich's unbibli-

cal pessimism.

1
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There are three popular pessimistic views of the world today, to which I take strong

exception. It’s almost axiomatic in some circles that:

1. The human race is near its end.

2. Even if man somehow survives, Christianity, at least, Is near its end.

3. If somehow Christianity manages to survive, the missionary movement is

near its end.

What I’m going to dare to suggest is, that these three axioms of despair are neither

Christian, nor true — not a single one of them.

I

The 1st gloomy axiom permeating today's thought is that man is about to commit
suicide. "The curse of modern man," says Newsweek, is to continually confront new
possibilities of self-destruction." Such possibilities as nuclear weapons, the population ex-

plosion and pollution can kill us at any time. These are not new truths, however. About
1900 years ago, "the seer saw: Behold a white horse, a red horse, a black horse - riders

of the sky, the horsemen of famine, war, and plague." We are living closer to death today
than the human race has ever lived before. Oil slicks are taking life from the ocean. Noise
and smog are attacking man. Biologists predict severe famines will begin in the mid-70’s.

In a world which is teetering on the edge of the abyss, death, what is the mission of
the church? Is it really to add doom to doom, and threaten judgment? I don't think so.

It must hold out hope — what the world most needs to hear about these days. Otherwise,
it turns to its faults. In a world that fears the end, the Spirit, in the seventies, calls for a

mission of hope in man, hope for man, and service for man. Our mission in the seventies

has to begin with a Christian recovery of confidence in, and for, man. Christian involve-

ment in all of man’s fears and problems, is Biblical. The Christian doctrine of man is not
pessimistic.

The Bible says four important things about man.
1 . Man is made in the image of God.
2. Man sinned, and is a sinner.

3. God, in Jesus Christ, became man.
4. Man is gloriously redeemable.

As a man, Jesus Christ our Lord, conquered death. And as Christ’s man, I have a share in

His victory. My mission is to be carried out in the confidence of Jesus' resurrection. As
the theologian John Calvin said, “It is to triumph we are summoned." Our war is against

pollution, against famine, against war, and against the deeper death of the soul. Spread
the good news that man is not doomed to die. Help him live, and give him hope.

II

The second deadly axiom is this: "Even if man somehow survives, Christianity, at least,

is near its end." A recent survey in Canada produced this classic reply: "The church is a
grand old dowager, nearly dead, mostly deaf, half blind, but still smiling." Only one-third
of America’s protestants, at present, regularly attend church. One contemporary author,
Paul Schilling, feels our day exhibits the greatest doubt and unbelief of this century, in

the Western world. In some countries during the past, the Christian losses have been only
geographical, or horizontal. The losses today are more than geographical, more than hor-
izontal. They are vertical. They cut down into the very nerve center of the Christian
church, the intellectuals and the young people. And we cannot, we dare not afford to
lose them. No wonder they say the church is near its end.
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What then, is the Christian mission? The second call of the Spirit in the 70’s is a call

to revitalization of the center, and a reversal of the retreat. If the first part is a call to an

evangelical, social gospel, the second part is a call to revival and evangelism. We had better

begin where the defection is worst — with the world of the intellectual and the world of

youth. These are, presently, the two worlds which most baffle the evangelical. We’d

better unbaffle ourselves right away, or we won’t have much of a mission. We have a

mission cut out for us.

Is Christianity finished? Don’t you believe it! The prophet Elisha, facing a formidable

Syrian host, said: "They that be with us are more than they that be with them.” In the

70's, when the enemy pours in, don't give up. The promise of the Spirit is: "Lo, I am
with you alway.” Where the Spirit works, minorities have a way of turning into majorities.

No, the Christian is not about to die! America may think so, but it’s not true around

the world. Missionaries in Africa, Korea, and Indonesia are calling out to America: It’s

time you stopped feeling your own pulses, got out of bed, and joined us once more in

mission. And if you don’t join us in Asia, Africa or Latin America, at least don’t forget

your own mission. It is to revitalize the center. Church growth occurs in societies where

the blight of hopelessness has not yet hit. Check it now, before the blight reaches those

societies. Revitalize the center. We need a world wide mission for the whole wide world.

And we need you, so don’t you dare die on us.

Ill

At this point, someone is sure to speak the third despairing axiom; “If, somehow,
Christianity manages to survive, at least the missionary movement is near its end.” The

argument that the missionary movement is ended rests on three major assumptions.

Many of these statements are correct and some of them hurt. They hurt because they are

so true. However, I am going to contest the conclusions.

1. The day of the professional — life, career — missionary is passed because every

Christian is a missionary. Trying to be fair to everyone, some people have tried to abolish

functional distinctions in the church. They say, “Every Christian is a missionary. Abolish

the professional.” That idea sounds so Christian and fine, 1 almost wish it were biblical. It

is a practical fallacy to say every Christian is a missionary. What it probably means is that

every Christian should be a witnessing Christian — a very different thing.

Functional distinctions are as old as the Church itself. “God has appointed apostles

(missionaries), prophets, teachers, . .
." Not all are prophets, missionaries, or teachers.

What is everybody’s business soon becomes nobody's business. We still need the

professional.

2. The day of foreign missions is past. This view is unbiblical. It is what Bishop Steven

Neal of the World Council of Churches calls the “pit of ecclesiastical nationalism." Don't
tamper with the Great Commission. It does not read, “Go ye into all the world unless

there is a church already there.” There was a church in Rome, for example, but Paul went
there. It was the climax of his mission. The existence of a church in every land is no kind

of argument against the missionary. First, you must answer this question: “Is it really

true that younger churches no longer need missionaries?"

• It is my conviction that missionaries will always be needed. The glorious growth of the

younger church has changed the mission, but it has not abolished it. Every church has its

weaknesses, and being young doesn’t protect you from that. Without each other we arc

incomplete in Jesus Christ.
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3. The day of the Western missionary is past because of capitalistic, imperialistic associa-

tions. Do not forget that imperialists have historically fought missionaries. If wc are going

to fit into the future, we must stop defending ourselves as Westerners all the time. We
must learn to accept criticism as well as give it. Precisely to the extent that we are still

associated with political imperialism, "dollar diplomacy", cultural aggression and paternal-

ism, wc will have no future.

In the 70's, just as in the early church, there is a missionary function and calling.

There will have to be a place for one from outside, not just to work with, but to speak to;

not to indigenizc and conform, but to relieve and reform, to make our home within.

The mark of our calling is not even to our colleagues, but our obedience to the Lord
our sender. Unless we can adjust and adapt ourselves into the field in the right way, we
will find no place left.

Your mission, as a missionary in the 70’s, is not to get behind or ahead. We've been
told we don’t belong out in front, so we've run around behind. We don’t belong ahead or

behind. We belong with. We belong in. But to get in, you’ve got to go. That is the call of

"Mission Ahead” in the seventies.

Dr. Samuel H. Moffett re'aglt * U rue thdologlque au' 'll n'y a iuoum eapdranoe
peur le moode," (dan* la proohaln aairo d 'Intar—via*). II refute la otaaxfa qud
pre'rolt la nort oartaln* da l'Xgllae oh rat la not

,

seme *1 1 'honsa paut eunrlrre aux
pouseee* aoraeantea du vlngtlaaa alsola. Rdpe'tant oatagor lquenent la Orafde Ocm-
alaalon ooaao un stimulant por laa effort* aotlfa daa missions, 11 nla n'aoliaaot
oatta pra'dlotion. 31 l'lgllaa train* an AaMrlqua, alia avanoa dan* lea pay* da
l'Aale, da l'Aa/rl<jua latlna, at de l'Afrlqu*. II aeralt dlfflolla da riTfutar aa
oonv lot Ion, oar l'avldanoa at aon expedience la oonflraant.

Hlalone* por dalantai una perapeotlva mural la 1 orlatlana para aata de'oada

51 dootor Samuel H. Moffett, alrvlando aotualmante an al Semlnarlo Teologloo
Presblterlano an Seoul, Korea, oono president* ad junto y profaaor de dootrlna orla-
tlana, reaoolona ante la opinion taologloa 'qua no hay eaperanza para al nundo.'
51 rafuta la deolaraolon qua, aunque al hombre log rare eobravlvlr la* prealone* In-
ruperable* dal alglo XX, la Igleela Orlatlana, sin retaadlo, nrrlrfa. Volvlando a
oltar enfatloamanta la Oran Oomlelon ocno desaffo para lo* eefueraoe aotlvoa an la
obra ml* lonera , *T daaaoradlta rotundament* aata predlooldn. Fuad* qua la Ane'rloa
aa raaagua an al daaarrollo da la Igleala, pero tala* pafaa* ocao lo* da Asia, Iba-
roama'rloa, y Africa olertamente so aatan adalantando. 3u desaffo no dsmanda Jueti-
flosolonj au avldanola y experlenola aon, an af, eu ju*t If loaolon.
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A Message from the Composer

The Martyred is the first opera on s subject related to the Korean War, and the
first opera by an Occidental composer on any Korean subject It is also the first
opera by a Westerner to receive its first performance in Korea.
For their assistance in making this elaborate project feasible, I owe thanks to

many people, not all of whom can be mentioned here. Besides those listed in the
program credits. I wish to mention particularly Miss Han Moo-sook. Dr Kim Gil
ryoung. Mr. K im Jin-heung. Mr. Lee Jae- won, Mr Lee Kyoo-hyun, Maestro Lim Won- sik.
Prof. Fritz Mahler. Dr,_Samuel Moffett , Dr. Daniel Moore and his associates at
USIS and the United States Educational Commission, Prof Paik Nak-ho. Mr Paik
Seung gil, and Maes tro Herbert Zipper.

Particular gratitude must be accorded the author of the novel. Richard E. Kim,
for his earl/ interest and enthusiastic co-operation in the project Acknowledgement
for permission to use the book as basis for a musical setting is due the author's
agents, Gordon Molson Associates.

The score of the opera The Martyred is inscribed to my parents. I wish in
addition to dedicate these first performances of the work to Dr. Ilhon New,
whose initial generosity made planning and preparations for the event possible,
and jointly to the memory of my teacher, Jeanne Boyd, and tpy friend Clang Soo
chul. both of whom passed away during the period of the opera s composition. The
Symphonic "Elegy" adapted for concert use from the opening pages of Act II is
dedicated to Mr.Chang.and was first perfromed on the second anniversary of his I
d“"

- AAjoJ*-
Seoul: March. 1970
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The Committee for Development of

Music in Korea, in association with

The Kim Cha-kyung Opera Company.

Presents the World Premiere of

THE MARTYRED
An Opera in Two Acts and Ten Scenes

Libretto and Music by James Wade
Based on the Novel by Richard E. Kim

and the Drama of Kim K i - pal

Citizens Hall Seoul

April 8~7: 30 p-m

April 9-4: 00, and 7: 30 p-m
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A (April 8. and Matinee) "B" (April 9)

Rev. Shin T 3- 4 Hwang Byung-duk 4 4 4 Park Su-gil 4 4 4 Bar

CapL Park T 41 Park Sung- won 4 4 4 Yoo Chung- yol 4 * 4 Ten.

Col. Chang V *4 H Yoon Chi-ho 4 *1 £ Kook Sun-hwan 4 4 4 Bar

Aide -T- 4 Kim Ho-sung g i 4 Kim Ho-sung 4 3. 4 Ten.

Maj. Jung 4 4 Kim Jung-woong g 4 T Kim Won-kyung 4 4 4 Bass

Rev Kim 4 4 4 Chin Yong-sup 4 4 4 On Kvu-toek 4 4 *« Bass

Rev. Lee °| 4 4 Kim Jm-taek 4 4 «l Kim Jin-taek 4 4 «i Ten
M rs. Hann T 4 4 it Lee Chung- hee »l 4 SI Paik Nam- ok "Jj 4 4 Mezzo Sop.

Orphanage Director Hwang Yong-kum 44 4 -i- Kim Cha-kyung 4 4 3 Sop.

Mr. Hann 4 «| Pi Sae-yong J>| *l| 4 Pi Sae-yong 3|

Orphan Children i Sopranos and Altos : ifc-H.4-^- 4

Six Ministers. -^- <h(64) Tenors and Basses H| T 4 *•! °l—
Citizens of Pyongyang: 4°ot,4 l 4 Mixed Chorus: -£-444

h| 4 Spoken

Scene Pyongyang. North Korea; November of 1930

NATIONAL SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
David Shapiro. Conductor

Kim Sun- joo. Assistant Conductor

YONSEI CONCERT CHOIR
Kwak Sang- soo. Organist and Director

Hankook 1 1 bo Children's Chorus

Chang Yong-joo, Conductor
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Korean Version by David Yousun Lee

Stage Director Huh Kyu Rehearsal Pianists: Choi Hi-soon. Kwon Kyong-soon

Stage Manager Yoo Kyung-hwan Scenic Designer Chang Chong- sun

Lyrics lor Italian Song: Valerio Anselmo Guilar arrangement ol Italian Song Kevin Korslen. S. J

Administrative Assistant: Lo Moon-shick Musical Assistant Shin Yong-I.m

Entire Production Supervised by the Composer



The Committee for Development'*

of Music in Korea
Honorary Chairman:

Dr. Ilhan New

Chairman:

Hahn Bok

Musical Advisor:

James Wade

John A. Bannigan

Chung Jae- ho

Dr. Dorothy M. Frost

Hong Jin-ki

Patrons:

Yuhan Pharmaceutical Co.

Samlio Industrial Group

Auspices
:

Joong-ang llbo Daily

Sponsors

:

Asia Foundation

American-Korean Foundation

Pepsi Cola/Korea
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Chase Manhattan Bank

Joongang llbo daily

Mr. Tor Folkedal

The Committee for Development of Music in Korea was

set up with an initial contribution from Dr, Ilhan New.

founder of the Yuhan Pharmaceutical Co
, for the purpose

of assisting the premiere of The Martyred, On

the basis of this donation, the committee was estab-

lished. consisting of local civic and business leaders,

Korean and foreign, to increase these funds and thus create
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an endowment, income from which would permit the group to

assist future worthwhile musical events in Korea on a

continuing basis. The committee and the endowment are

still in the process of formation.
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SYNOPSIS
ACT I

Scene 1. In the winter of 1950. the Communist capital of Pyongyang falls to the UN

and south Korean forces.

The city is crowded with refugees. Enter Army intelligence chief Col. Chang and his

second in command. Capt. Park, who has learned that his father, a Christian minister,

was murdered by the Reds just before the fall of the city. Col. Chang tells Park that, in

all. twelve clergymen were killed, and that he is planning a memorial service in their

honor to help the morale of the people. However, two of the ministers who were arrest-

ed somehow survived, and Chang commands Park to find out more about the case. Park, an

apostate from Christianity who had been estranged from his father for many years, won-

ders whether his father's faith had supported him to the end.

Scene 2. Capt. Park goes to the home of Rev. Shin, one of the surviving ministers.

The housekeeper. Mrs. Hann, lashes out angrily at the military men of both sides who

"always seem to have business with Mr. Shin". Park notices a demented man wandering

in the house, and asks who he is. Mrs. Hann tells him the man is her son. and the other

survivor from among the martyred mini st ers, who has been driven mad by his experiences

in prison. Shin enters and Part* asks him to participate in the memorial service to the

slain ministers. Shin refuses; but shows more interest upon learning that his caller is

the disowned son of the slain Rev. Park. Shin asks Park how he came to lose his faith,

and Park relates an episode of the recent battle which symbolizes to him the hopeless hor-

ror of the human condition. He asks Shin: “Your god. is he aware of the suffering of

his people?"

Scone 3. Capt. Park reports to Col. Chang, who cynically suggests that Rev. Shin may

have betrayed his fellow clergymen to the Reds to save his own life. Park says in that

case he should be arrested, but Chang claims he will make Shin a hero. He must first,

however, learn what really happened. The north Korean prisoner. Maj. Jung, was in

charge of the execution of the ministers, and he is being questioned. Chang has Jung

brought in. but the prisoner is still defiant in the face of death. He suggests to Park that

Shin may voluntarily tell the truth if he knows that Jung is being questioned.

Scene 4. Capt. Park informs Rev. Shin of developments, but Shin still refuses to dis-

cuss his part in the incident. However, he agrees to tell Park about the death of his

father, and reveals that the elder Park died after severe torture in jail. renouncing

his faith and dying in “utter solitude". Park, despite his earlier resentment of his fa-

ther. is dismayed by this, and Shin attempts to console him.

Scene 5. Col. Chang has called a meeting of all Pyongyang's clergy to plan the memorial

service. A band of ragged penitents assembles outside and sings a hymn, on their pil-

grimage to the churches served by the martyrs Col. Chang announces the memorial ser-

vice plan. An elderly clergyman says. “We have sinned much, and the church has need-

ed the sacrifice that has been offered by our martyrs.” Capt. Park, however, refuses to

be a part of the service, as requested. Maj. Jung is brought in. but contrary to Col.

Chang's expectations, he tells the assembly that "your great, heroic martyrs died like

dogs, whimpering and wailing and denouncing one another and their god. In answer to

Park's query, he states that far from betraying the others. Shin was the only one who

defied the Red torture, which is why his life was spared. Chang, angered, has Jung re-

moved forcibly. But Shin, who has entered unnoticed and heard what Jung said. comes

forward and tells the others that Jung lied, in an attempt to discredit the martyrs.



that he himself was indeed the one who betrayed them. As the clergymen gather to of-

fer Shin their forgiveness and blessing. Col. Chang tells Park to guard Shin from possi-

ble danger due to the fanatical hatred of one of the dissident ministers, who has rushed
away from the assembly shouting denunciations of Shin.

Scene 6. An enraged crowd has gathered at Shin's house under the leadership of the dis-

sident minister. They stone the house, and the insane Hann runs out. He is attacked by
the mob as Capt. Park arrives. Mr. Shin tells Park what happened, and Park attempts
to save Hann. The insane man has been seriously injured by the mob. however, and when
Park brings him back to the house, he dies in the presence of his mother and Shin mur-
muring "No god. .."Shin . crushed, murmurs. "I am guilty" as Hann's mother mourns in
the background-

ACT n
Scene 1. Capt. Park tells Rev. Shin that he has changed his mind and agreed to speak

at the memorial service He then insists that Shin is not guilty of what he has con-

fessed to. Shin says his guilt is double, because his own admission of despair and

loss of faith was what finally drove Mr. Hann insane in prison, ultimately leading to his

death. Shin and Park agree that it is better to give people "the illusion of hope" than

to leave them adrift in “a sea of despair". Park says he will aid Shin in his compassion

ate deception “not for myself, not for the army, and not for god, but for the people you
are trying to help"

Scene 2. Before the memorial service. Col. Chang admits to Park that the Red Chinese

are imperiling Pyongyang. After a hymn, the old preacher introduces Park as the son of

one of the slain martyrs. Park claims to be reconciled with his old faith by his father's

death, and reads a passage from the Book of Job that concl udes: "Though He slay me, yet

will I trust in Him; but I will mainatain my own ways before Him". Shin then preaches
a sermon in which he offers himself as a scapegoat for the people's guilt, and tells

them that the martyred ministers died forgiving his betrayal and promising their people
the glorious and everlasting kingdom of our God. There is a great outburst of religious

exaltation among the people in the congregation.

Scene 3. The aide to Col. Chang sings a sentimental Italian song with guitar until the
distraught officer shouts to him to be silent. Maj. Jung has been executed, and the
allied forces are preparing to abandon the city to the advancing Reds. Chang plans to

.stay behind as an undercover agent. The director of a local orphanage enters with some
of the children, asking for money for food, so that the children "can have a happier Christ-
mas The orphans sing a plaintive carol, and the abashed soldiers give them money,
knowing that with the return of war. the children will have no Chri st mas. and perhaps no
future. Chang turns over command of the intelligence unit to Park, and admonishes him not
to make those miserable people more miserable by telling them what they already know,
but don't want to think that they know"; that "thousands of people have been killed, and
more will die for nothing, absolutely nothing". Park realizes that Chang and Shin are
basically similar in their stoical outlook.

Scene 4. The city is about to fall. Capt. Park comes to the church where Mr.Shm is caring
for refugees and urges him to flee to safety. Shin refuses, claiming that he must stay
and care for the people; “My place is at their side. If no one else, then I must make them
believe that God still cares for them, and I care for them "Capt. Park bids Mr. Shin
goodbye, and leaves with Shin's transfigured injunction to "Love man help him.... to
fight despair... to have pity on mortal man"

(The scenes of the opera run continuously and the only
I and n )

intermission is between Acts
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JAMES WADE, composer- librettist of The Martyred, was born in

Granite City. Illinois, in 1930. He studied composition at the Americ-

an Conservatory of Music in Chicago under Jeanne Boyd and John

Palmer Following Army service in Korea in 1955. he returned to

Seoul in I960 and has lived here ever since. He is active ns an editor,

critic, and columm st, and has published two books.

Wade's musical works include two symphonies, a piano concerto and

numerous other works for orchestra, chorus, solos, and chamber combin-

ations.
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RICHARD E. KIM. author of the novel The Martyred, wo* born in

North Korea in 1932. He served ns a lieutenant in the South Korean
Army during the Korean War, from 1950 to 1954, and then went to

the U S, to complete his education. His first book, The Martyred,
become a best seller in America upon publication in 1964 Its sequel,

The Martyred, appeared in 1968, and a third book is due out this year
Kim is now an American citizen and teaches English at the Univcr

sity of Massachusetts.
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DAVID SHA PIRO, conductor of The Martyred, has been prominent in

orchestral and operatic activities in New York and San Francisco. After
study with Metropolitan Opnro conductor Fritz Stiedry, he became
assistatant conductor of the Lillie Orchestra Society and the Con-
cert Opera Association. He was on the stall ol the Son Francisco Op-
era for three years, and presently heads the opera department ol Fair-

leigh Dickinson University, ns well os serving as director ol the

North Jersey Opera Thcntre While living in Korea as Fblhrighl proles

sor of music 1961-1964. Mr Shapiro conducted many orchestral and

operntic events, and appeared ns piano uccomoanist in recitals
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SAS
SCA/VM/VAV/A/VAIMI/K£S

On every SAS flight between the Orient and Europe you’ll find three different hostesses of

three different nationalities speaking ten different languages. These three girls all work together
to make your trip with SAS the most enjoyable you’ve ever experienced

And remember
,
SAS has nine flights leaving the Orient for Europe every week Over-the-pole

flights leave every Wednesday. Friday, and Sunday

For reservations, see your travel agent or the SAS General Agent in Korea. Chunsa Travel
Service. Tel 23-0244/6
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TONGNIP-MUN AND YONGUN-MUN — Independonce Gate, or

Tongnip-mun, left, was built at the site of the defunct Yongun-mun,

Pi

meaning the gate of gratitude, right, where Korean representatives

had previously received Chinese diplomatic missions.

Modern Transformation of Korea — (71)

Recent History Shows Influence of Many Elements
By SUNG TONG-MAHN

If the readers will permit
|oe, I will confess that it

gives me a great deal of

pride at be-

ing able to

complete this

column on _ „ ,

'The Modern I —
Tran s-

.formation of

Korea.’’ In
all we have
translated 71
’Articles with-
out a single interruption

Kince we began July 24, 1969.

This seems to me irrefu-

table proof that English
translation of Korean mat-
erials on Koreanology is by
wo means to be considered

&n impossible task. Although
the past few years have seen

at relative English 'language

boom in publications on re-

cent Korean history, it (is

surely no exaggeration to

say that our series is a maj-

br translation, particularly

5tn terms of length. To our

(knowledge, it is the longest

series of articles on Korean
(history published in English

£o date.

A In no sense is to be con-

sidered! a definitive cover-

age of recent history. It was,

tifter all v simply a series of

Vsrticles on different aspects

•pf that history published

jorlginally in one of the ver-

nacular dailies, the Choson
\dbo. If our deaders have
Sound it Interesting or have
learned anything worthwhile
(from it, we will consider our
effort more than amply re-

warded. We only hope that

Buch articles as ours will
spark greater interest in the

political, social, and cultur-

al history of the last half

century. May this interest

lead to more detailed studies

of Korea’s modernization
process by other Korean and
Western scholars.

Different Views

The present writer, a com-
plete outsider to the field of

Korean history, has found
one noticeable thing during

the process of preparing

these articles: Korean hist-

orians still have differing

views as to what marks the

beginning of our moderniza-
tion; of who the protagonist

m undertaking the task of

modernization is, and of

whether Japan played a

positive role in Korean mod-
ernization during the period

which began in 1876 with
her opening of the doors to

the “Hermit Kingdom.’’

To ask different questions

about the same period, can

the T o n g h a k (“Eastern
Learning”) Movement be
taken as a prelude to the

modernization period; can
the Taewon-gun be consid-

ered as having tried to re-

form the Yi dynasty, and can
the Japanese invasion in

1876 be considered a stimu-

lus to the development of

Korea?
According to Prof. Lee

Kwang-rin of Sogang Jesuit

University, the answer to

these questions is negative.

As he is an authority in this

field (since returning from
Harvard University last
year, he has published in

Korean “'A Study on the
History of Enlightenment in

Korea with Reference to

Ithe lOBOte”, 1 will concur
with his opinion.

Mars Weather
NEW YORK (AP) — The

planet Mars, like the earth,

has balmy summer after-

noons with a ground tempera-
ture at the equator of about
BO°C. At night, however, the
temperature may reach
>rorc.

Civilization, Enlightenment

Since the original title of

this series is "Kaewha Paek-

kyong” ("One Hundred
Scenes of Enlightenment”),

I would like to refer to a

few lines on the subject.

They are quoted from the

book, “Japanese Chonging
Attitudes Toward Moderni-

zation,” edited 'by Prof.

Marius B. Jansen of Prince-

ton University. On page 152,

Prof. Donald H. Shivery of

Harvard says that “the slo-

gan ‘Civilization and En-

lightenment’ seems to have

caught on, particularly from

about 1873 with the return

of Iwakura Mission from the

U.S. and Europe
from 1871-1873 the govern-

ment had instituted the pre-

fectural system, postal, rail-

ways, national banks and

Western educational sys-

tems. To some of the popu-

lace these accomplishments
were what the slogan meant,

and they carried it into the

personal level with the imi-

tation of Western dress, hair-

cuts, food and architecture

in’ China they launched

the same movements in 1862 ,

giving them the names
"Westernization Movement”
or “Self-strengthening Move-
ment.”
We must bear in mind that

shortly there after Korea
was forced to sign the 1876

treaty with Japan, and soon
after the Korean mission

went to China and Japan to

see the new civilization.

With the Japanese entrance

into Korea, our country wos
forced to stop her own move-
ments on behalf of enlight-

enment and modernization
and swallow whole the Japa-

n e s e verion of modernlza.
tion.

Several Changes

Some contend that the

"Spirit of Kaewha (Enlight-

enment)” operated unchang-
ed from Its first inception.

It seems more accurate,

however, to say that this

spirit changed several times
during the modernization
period. From 1876-1890. with
the humiliation and bitter-

ness of loss of national so-

vereignty, there came an
awareness of the need to

build a "wealthy country and
powerful army.” Then from
1890-1910 the publishing of

the Independence News-
paper and the Japanese an-

nexation of Korea brought
in a spirit of "humanism,
civil rights, and salvation of

nation." From 1910 until the

end of World War II, “new
culture” was emphasized.

Numerous names come to

mind for inclusion in the

list of acknowledgements. I feited his winter vacation to

mention some of them, not participate in the project,

just as a formality, but as a por bringing some of the
small w a y of saying I am necessary polish to these of-
truly appreciative of their

iumb ering, rough-draft
help and encouragement. £ansl.ationSi hekrtfelt thanks

First there are the writers must be expressed to Prof,

of the original series of artl- Grafton Mintz. Mrs. Martha

cles for Choson Ilbo and the g^ley. a n <i Mr. W. Gra-

Herald. Their names are fa- ll a labor of
}

ov ’

miliar to our readers, since I wish to take this oppor-

they have appeared above tunity to offer my very sin-

their articles each time they cere thanks to Professor Per-

appeared. For making the cival Price of the University

publication of the series pos- of Michigan in the United

si'ble, heartfelt thanks must States, whom I regard as my
ed expressed to the editor second father, and without

in chief and managing editor whose help and encourage-

of The Korea Herald. ment during my college

days, I could have not been
Thanks Expressed a translator undertaking

this kind of work today.

This long series of articles Dr Samu,el H Moffe tt has
.•>i J « V. mm Loon rr\m. i l. nn

also given extensive advice

and spiritual support to the

Institute of Korean Culture,

could never have been com-

pleted on time without the

help of my co-translators. _ _

Particular thanks must be^which produced this series,

expressed to Mr. Charles > “My- wife's—nOTre''Thusr'be

Goldberg, who always sent included in the list, for her

his manuscripts in sufficient .time-consuming efforts in

time from the United States, retyping nearly one thou-

I am confident he will be sand sheets of manuscript,

an important scholar in the an unbelieveable quantity

field of cultural anthropo- n0w that I look back on it.

logy in the future. The man-

By FRANK L.

It seems to be
sity of human nal
mand the assigi

blame whenever
goes wrong,
and, if the
'guilty party
cannot be as-

certained im-
mediately, to

pick out some
high, mysteri-
ous force,
some inner
circle, some con.

what have you, as

of the evil.

For many cen

ginning with the

life, supernatural
natural forces

were blamed f c
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ner In which he translated

our translations may have
these technically difficult

bad they were more than
articles entirely unaided is mad^ for by the excel-
nothing short of unbeliever

jen^ se iec tion of photographs
able. which numerous people so

Prof. Park Nahm-sheik of kindly allowed us to include

Seoul National University's In the articles. These photo-

Language Research Center graphs alone go a long way

has played a crucial role as
five to 10

of this work was carried on R*al Satisfaction

while his wife was sick. Con- m Qf us together have
sequently, this newly mar-
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and we sincerely hope that
coal briquet changing by -
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himself. Nonetheless h i s

erous 0ther similar articles
magniflcient command of

and serips ..Korea to t h e
the English language carried

V̂orjd'.
js a theme wihch we

this work project through. Koreans and all friends of

Mr. Kim Soon-shin, Princl- Korea must ever continue to

pal of Kwangju Sungui High stress.

School, who took Mr. Park’s These two memorial gates

place part of the time, for- symbolize the two-sided char-
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late Yi dynasty, t

nim-mun being a

the new self-relian

ousness and the

mun symbolizing
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spirit, they tore
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mer are the two s

which formerly £

from Tongnlm-mu
later moved to tt

location immedial
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By FRANK L. RYAN
It seems to be a neces-

sity of human nature to de-
mand the assignment of
blame whenever anything
goes wrong,
and. If the
iguilty party
cannot be as-

certained im-
mediately, to

pick out some
high, mysteri-

ous force,
some Inner
circle, some conspiracy or

what have you, as the cause

of the eviL

For many centuries be-

ginning with the dawn of

life, supernatural or preter-

natural forces or beings

were blamed for natural

calamities and human trou-

bles. Then, in early modern
times in Europe, another
convenient scapegoat was
found — the Jesuits. In

the literature of 17th and
18th century Western Eu-
rope you will often see the

Society of Jesus serving as

the target of t h e hatred
and fear of t h e people.

And, of course, the auth-

orities in a given country
who sought some advantage
by attacking this Roman
Catholic religious order,

would see to it that the

hatred and fear were no-

urished. Thackerey’s "Hen-
ry Esmond" and Black-
more’s "Lorna Doone" sre
examples of this type of li-

terature and reflect the
"Popish Plot” attitudes of

Restoration England.

At a later time, the
Catholics, in their turn,

took to blaming the Masons
for every misfortune, glo-

bal, national or local. I had
friends — not uneducated
or unintelligent people —
who would solemnly talk

about a Masonic plot to
take over and control the

world. They would point to

the fact — with significant

winks, deep breathing,
whispers, and the like —
that every U.S. president

was, before taking office, a

33rd degree Mason or be-

came one soon after inau-

guration. Of course Kenne-
dy's election put a stop to

that kind of talk, though I

imagine his subsequent
murder brought it to life

again.
The Jews from time im-

memorial have also been
targets of this type of thing,

and one does not have to

read much to know that the

spirit is far from dead to-

day. My friends referred to

above also believed In the

existence of a Jewjsh plot

and would talk learnedly

about the “Cabala" and
the "Protocols of Zion,"

using these oft-discredited

documents to bolster their

arguments.
Well all of this is pretty

much passe now, except
perhaps in the ranks of the

U.S. extreme right and the

Birchers. There is a newer,
much more popular target,

one fired at not only by
the U.S. left, but by left-

wingers throughout the

worid. This scapegoat, this

object of blame for all

evils, is the U.S. Central
Intelligence Agency, known
to all as the CIA.
The U.S. CIA is said to

be running the war in Lacs
and certainly was involved
in the Bay of Pigs fiasco.

There are also other ins-

tances where the activity

of this agency can be clear-

ly documented.

However, it would be
practically impossible for
this much-maligned organi-

zation to be quilty of ail

the things of which it is

charged. Thus the abortive
plot in Iraq was called con-
veniently "a OIA plot." So

have been other revolts and
revolutions throughout the

world regardless of whether
a conservative or radical

government was the object

of the coup, and even when
the United States would
quite clearly not benefit

from the coup's success.

I can well believe that

this attitude will spread
among the ordinary people,

and everything untoward
will be laid at the door of

this hapless agency, whose
main function is apparently
the collecting of informa-

tion. When a drought comes
burning up crops, or when
a flood sweeps away a vil-

lage, you can be sure there

will be those who will whis-

per, “The CIA is responsi-

ble."
Plagues, financial crises,

fluctuations in the prices

of goods, all will be ascrib-

ed to the agents of this

"sinister organization."

I am sure the leaders of

states throughout the world
are extremely happy that

the United States after

World War II decided to

set up a central Intelligence
establishment lo coordinate

activities which up to that

time had been scattered

among several agencies

such as military intelligen-

ce, the Secret Service, the

Internal Revenue Service

and perhaps the FBI. Now,
if anything goes wrong in

their countries and the peo-

ple become disquieted,

whatever is out oi order

can easi.y be blamed on the

U.S. CIA.

This must be especially

true in Communist count-

ries. If I am correct, the

CIA was mentioned by the
Prague hard-iiners as one
of the causes of the Dubcek
Reform in Czechoslovakia.
Oops! tne electricity just

went off. Ah ha! The CIA
is at work again.

acter of Korea during the
late Yi dynasty, the Tong-

nim-mun being a symbol of

the new self-reliance consci-

ousness and the Yongun-
mun symbolizing the tradi-

tional servile attitude toward
"elder brother” China.

The Yongun-mun or "Gate

to Welcome the Providence

of China" was built in 1537.

Originally called Yongjo-
mun, in 1539 the name was
changed to Yongun-mun.
When Chinese envoys came
to Korea, the king himself

welcomed them at this gate.

Tongnim-mun or “Indepen-

dence Gate" was built by

the Tongnip-hyophoe (Inde-

pendence Association) in

1896 in order to inspire in

Koreans the spirit of inde-

pendence. To assert this new
spirit, they tore down the

Yongun-mun and built the

Tongnim-mun. The only re-

maining vestiges of the for-

mer are the two stone pillars

which formerly stood apart

from Tongnim-mun but were
later moved to their present

location immediately outside

Studies on Korea

"The Modern Transfor-
mation of Korea," which has
been serialized in The Ko^
rea Herald during the past'

nine months, is to be pub-

lished in book form soon, ac-

cording to the Institute of

Korean Culture and the edit-

ors and translators of the

series. They said that after

keen competition on the part

of several publishers, the
Sejong Publishing. Co. was
selected as publisher.

Originally published by
the Chosun Ilbo, one of Ko-
rea's major newspapers, the

series was mainly written by
Yl Kyu-tae.

The original series covered

the period between 1863,

when the Taewon-gun (Re-

gent) seized power, and the

early twentieth century with

the numerous changes dur-

as

ing the Japanese colonial
period.
The book,, to contain near-

ly 200 illustrations, many of

them appearing in print for

the first time in this series,

is scheduled to come out
beore the international PEN
Club congress opens in Se-
oul in June.

Concerning the publica-

tion of this book, Rhee Kun-
hyung, president of the pub-
lishing firm observed:
"Frankly speaking, publica-

tion of Engdsh books in Ko-
rea is not a good financial

investment because the mar-
ket is so small. However,
considering the importanca
of the book and the expand-
ing field of Koreanology, we
do not hesitate to publish it.

Indeed we consider it an
honor to be chosen as i t 3

publisher."
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Letters to

Reasonable Price

Dear Sir,

Within the past few weeks
we have had several sets of
visitors who came to Korea
after visiting EXPO '70 in Ja-
pan. X frequently suggest to
such travellers .and tourists
that they visit as many of the
palaces of Seoul as possible In
their limited time.

I am sorry to say, however,
that as a proud resident of
Seoul I am becoming embar-
rassed by the admission prices
being demanded at Changdok
Palace. The price for one, adult
entrance ticket is 200 won. That
does Include the Secret Gar-
dens. but if you wish to see
the Throne Room(°l ^ *1

),
the

Royal Apartments and
the small museum, still another
entrance fee of 300 won each
adult is required!
Contrary to popular belief,

the budgets of many foreign
tourists, particularly those
travelling as families, are not
that expandable. And what
about the Korean tourist who
comes to Seoul once or twice
in a lifetime from a rural vil-

,tfe n
.

sharing cu.
support of the ground xoiffccs.

the Editor
lage to see something of his
own proud heritage and is con-
fronted by phenomenal entran-
ce fees that he cannot afford
to pay?

I am particularly sensitive
about this problem since T lost
face only this morning before
foreign tourists who told me
they only paid about 50 yen to
get in to see similar famous
sights in Japan. This family of
five had to forego the Throne
Room area, although I had
wanted to show it to them, as
they couldn't afford to spend-
that much.
As a loyal resident of Korea,

I say let's begin giving Japan
some competition in this area
of enticing tourists. Perhaps
we heed a much more perman-
ent and well-thought-out "Be
kind to tourists" campaign. And
that goes for Korean tourists
as well.

How about radically reducing
those entrance fees and making
Just as much or more money
by allowing more people to
enter?

Yours truly,

Eileen F. Moffett

Ytnchi-dong, Seoul
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Protestantism

Its Influence on Modernization in Korea

By Dr. Samuel H. Moffett

Dr. Moffett was born in P’ydngyang, Korea, in 1916. He
graduatedfrom Wheaton College, Princeton Seminary, and Yale

University where he obtained his Ph D. and has taught at Prin-

ceton Seminary. He was on the faculty of Yenching University in

Peking, China. He is presently Dean of the Graduate School of

the Presbyterian Seminary in Seoul. His younger brother is also

serving in Korea as Superintendent of the Tongsan Christian

Hospital in Taegu.

If De Cespedes, who landed briefly in Korea in 1593-94, is more

properly classed as a chaplain to Japanese troops than as a missionary

to Koreans, then to Carl Gutzlaff, a Protestant, belongs pride of place

as the first Western missionary to Korea. He came by sea on July 17,

1832—a German, working for a Dutch missionary society and sailing

from China on a British ship—three years before the first of the French

priests. Father Pierrre Maubant, crawled bravely through the sewers

into the border city of Oiju in 1835.

Sharp readers may recognize GutzlafF beneath a merciless caricature

as the missionary in the recent best-seller, Taipan. His role in the novel

as one of the more colorful of the founders of Hong Kong is pure fiction.

Not so his part in the opening of Korea.

For forty days he worked along the west coast of the peninsula,

teaching the villagers how to plant potatoes, translating with great

difficulty the Lord’s Prayer into Korean, and salting his distribution of

the Chinese Bible with companion gifts of Western books on science,

history and geography. He noted with pleased surprise that “the people,

even of the lowest classes, can read, and delight in reading.”

His last stop in Korea was Cheju-do, which he described as “a char-

ming spot” for a missionary station and certainly no more dangerous

than New Zealand!

Gutzlaff was wrong about the danger. The next threee decades

witnessed three great persecutions. In August, 1866, a young Protestant
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missionary, the Rev. R. Jcrmain Thomas, wrote from Chefoo, just across

the Yellow Sea from the Korean coast, that a Korean junk with a French

tricolor at its foremast had been seen beating its way into the harbor. It

carried the French missionary. Father Ridel, and a crew of Korean

Christians bearing the first news of “a foul and wicked massacre” of

Catholics in Korea.

The previous autumn Thomas had spent two and a half months,

like Gutzlaff, on Korea's west coast learning the language and dis-

tributing Bible portions. The news of the persecution, instead of frighten-

ing him, made him determined to return. He left Chefoo on Aug. 9, 1866,

as interpreter for an American merchant ship bound for Korea with a

cargo of “cotton goods, glass, tin plates, etc.”

“I will be back in nine days,” he said to a colleague. But he never

returned. His ship, the General Sherman, was caught and burned in the

Taetong River near Pyongyang. Thomas was beheaded, according to

one account, while offering a New Testament to the man with the sword.

He was Korea’s first Protestant martyr.

These and other early, intermittent Protestant attempts to penetrate

forbidden Korea with the Christian faith are often ignored by historians

as futile and fruitless. In a way the historians are right. What did Gutz-

laff and Thomas, and Williamson and Corbett accomplish? A few

potatoes planted, the Lord’s Prayer translated but not appreciated, some

Western learning and the Bible placed in a few frightened hands. And

one martyr, who was killed probably not for his faith but because h.s

ship was mistaken either for a retaliatory French invasion force or a

grave-robbing expedition.

It is difficult to discern in these faltering contacts and melancholy

failures the wave of the future, yet such they were, or at least the first

advancing ripples of a new age. For Protestantism was to do more for

the transformation and modernization of Korea in the next few decades

(1884-1919) than anything accomplished in the whole preceding century

of Christian impact on the Hermit Kingdom

When Protestants came in force and to stay, beginning in 1884, their

gospel was a spiritual gospel and their preaching was straight from

the Bible, but their mission was as broad and as wide as the needs of the

people, and its transforming effect was explosive.

Dr. Horace Allen, a Presbyterian physician was the first resident

Protestant missionary in Korea. He arrived in September, 1884. Undis-

couraged by a night in “Harry’s Hotel” in what is now Inch’on-where

the one-story thatched-roof house contained only a bar and a billiard

room separated by a sheet, and one slept on the billiard table—he pressed

on to Seoul, little dreaming, missionary that he was, that he would some

day “make possible Korea’s first railroad, her first waterworks, her
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first city lighting, and street cars, and her first modern mine. Perhaps

even more importantly, he opened Korea’s first modern hospital, and

then moved from missions into diplomacy as an early resident minister

of the American Legation. No national problem or interest was con-

sidered out of bounds for Christian care and concern.

Some of the earliest criticisms of the first Protestant missionaries, in

fact, centered around their interest in other than strictly religious matters.

When Underwood imported kerosene and agricultural implements

and Moffett organized a timber concession on the Yalu, and Swallen and

Adams brought in Korea’s first apple trees and started orchards in

Wonsan and Taegu, Western commercial traders protested.

Such activities were beyond the province of missionaries, the traders

cried. It was not fair of them to use their intimate knowledge of Korea

and close Korean contacts for commercial enterprises, and it galled them

all the more that the missionaries were doing it not for personal gain but

to teach Koreans modern technologies and business methods so that they

could compete on more equal terms as Western civilization poured in

upon them. Such pioneering ventures made Christianity a force for

economic revolution in Korea.

The role ofProtestant missions as a force for intellectual revolution in

Korea is even more familiar. When Henry Appenzeller opened his little

Methodist school in 1886, it was not the Christian faith that attracted

students and persuaded the “President of the Korean Foreign Office, the

Honorable Kim Yun-sik” to present it with a sign naming it "The Hall

for the Training of Useful Men.” What attracted the government s

notice was the foreign learning taught in a curriculum that aimed to

“give to Korean students thorough training in the curriculum of Western

science and literature, uniting with it the essential features of the present

native school system”. Even this was not too much of an attraction for

the first students. They had to be paid to attend.

But as Korea neared the twentieth century, dissatisfaction with the

old Confucian educational patterns created a snowballing demand for

radical reforms. A new Korea demanded new ideas, new methods, new

schools, new men, and for a short while at the end of the 19th century

and the beginning of the 20th, these seemed to be available only in

schools the Protestants were energetically founding.

“We are in the midst of an educational revolution,” wrote missionaries

in Syenchun in 1908. “Schools spring up in a night. . .
The old Con-

fucian scholars lose their proud scats, giving place to those who know

both Chinese and Western learning. So strong has been the leadership

of the church that ... the course of study used in Christian schools has

been the pattern for unbelievers’ schools as well. During the year pro-

bably as many as five or six hundred primary and night schools claiming
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to teach Western learning have been started by officials and other

unbelievers in our territory. The church schools are in the lead of all and

influence all.”

Nowhere was the revolution wrought by the Christian schools more

radical than in the field of education for women. Dr. Helen Kim tehs of

the days when as far as women were concerned, “Korea was like a de-

sert.” Mrs. Nansa Hahn Kim came at night to call on a missionary.

Setting the little lantern in front of Miss Frey she blew out the candle.

Pointing to the dark lantern, she said, “My life is like that dark as

midnight. Won’t you give me an opportunity to find light?

It was through the Protestant schools that Korean women first found

that light. Mrs. Scranton opened her "Girls’ School and Home in 1886,

with one student, the concubine of an official who wanted her to learn

English with the hope that she might some day become interpreter for

Queen Min.

In 1910 that same school, now called Ewha, shocked the old-fashion-

ed by introducing college-grade work for women. Under its college

principal. Miss Lulu Frey, there began a transforming ferment in Korean

society that revolutionized everything from women s clothes to public

health. Women’s role in Korean society has never since been quite the

same.

Whether for women or for men, those first Christian experiments in

Korean education at Paichai, Sungsil, Kyesong, Ewha and Yonsei—

tentative and uncertain and at times slightly ridiculous though they

may have been—were the serious beginnings of an educational revolution

that was to shatter the grip of the past and open Korea s mind to the

luture. For the first time education became available to all, not just to

the elite—to high and low, men and women, rich and poor.

The opening wedge, however, in Protestantism’s contribution to the

modernization of Korea was medicine, not education. It was not the

educator but the doctor who first won acceptance for the hitherto

persecuted missionaries. In Korea the pioneer was Dr. Horace Allen,

and his first great success occurred in the coup of 1884.

Prince Min, nephew to the queen and leader of the great Min clan

was dying in a pool of blood, seven sword cuts on his head and body.

Over the objections of fourteen palace physicians who were about to

pour black pitch into the general’s wounds, Allen was called and raced

across town with an escort of fifty soldiers. For three months he fought to

save the Prince’s life, and succeeded. “That man did not come from

America, he came from heaven,” said one amazed official, and a grateful

king rewarded Allen with permission to open a hospital in Seoul

sponsored by the government “in cooperation with a benevolent society

in America.” It was the first official approval by the Korean government
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of missionary work in Korea. An even more sweeping sign of approval

followed when the hospital opened and the King sent over a group

of dancer-concubines as a gift
—

“to act as nurses,” Allen insisted!

It was Allen’s miracle of healing that first began to remove the aura

of menace and suspicion that for centuries had clouded the image of

the foreigner in the Korean mind. Other able medical missionaries fol-

lowed: Scranton, Heron, Avison. They further won the gratitude of the

populace by stemming fearful cholera epidemics in 1886 and 1895.

Heron and Avison, who succeeded Allen as superintendents of the

hospital, were also appointed personal physicians to the King, and Dr.

Lillias Horton (Mrs. H. G. Underwood) attended the Queen. Up to that

time the Queen had been treated by doctors who, because they were

men, were forbidden to touch the person of the Queen. “They felt her

pulse by using a cord, one end of which was fastened about her wrist

and the other, carried into the next room, was held in the doctor’s

fingers,” wrote Mrs. Underwood. “The royal tongue was protruded

through a slit in a screen for the physician’s observation.”

It could not in any way be claimed that all the old taboos and medical

superstitutions in Korea were dispelled with the cleansing advent of

Protestant medical practice. Acupuncturists, herbalists and shamans

still flourish in every village and city. But though the old ways are long-

lived, the revolution has come, Even the bare chronological rcord of

Protestant innovations is impressive

:

1884 Dr. Horace Allen, the first resident Western physician, reaches

Korea.

1885 Dr. Allen opens the Royal Hospital (now Severance Hospital),

the first modern medical institution in the country.

1886 Drs. Allen and Heron, with lay assistance from Mr. Un-

derwood, begin the first Western medical education.

1890 Dr. Rosetta Sherwood (Hall) begins medical education for

women.

1899 Dr. Rosetta Hall and Dr. Alice Fish Moffett open schools for

blind girls and blind boys respectively in Pyongyang.

1900 Esther Kim Park, the first Korean doctor, arrives with an

American medical degree.

1903-06 First nurses’ training schools.

1908 Graduation of the first seven doctors from Severance Medical

College. First graduate nurses’ association.

1910 First leper asylum, Pusan

.

“Medicine has been our substitute for miracles,” a missionary once

said, not to disparage miracles but in tribute to his medical colleagues.

And medicine has indeed worked its transforming, modernizing miracle

in Korea, where there was not even a word for nurse in the Korean
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language until Miss Edmunds, the Methodists’ first trained nurse,

invented one.

In agriculture, too, the Protestants made a pioneering impact. Early

missionaries like William Swallen in the north and J. E. Adams in the

south brought the first fruit apple trees to Korea, and at their urging

Christian farmers here and there began to plant their upper slopes in

orchards. In 1921 an apple tree disease began to spread and threatened

to wipe out the new industry. But providentially just at that time Korea s

first scientifically trained agricultural missionary arrived, Dexter N.

Lutz. He promptly set up a network of classes to show the farmers how

to save their trees.

He did not stop with apples. Lutz developed drought-resistant grains;

urged crop diversification; campaigned tirelessly for reforestation and

crop rotation; and founded Farmers' Life, one of the very few magazines

to try to teach the village farmer new methods to help him in his struggle

for existence. Lutz also helped to create Korea’s first college department

of agriculture at Sungsil College in Pygngyang.

But perhaps the contribution to modernization in Korea which has

most endeared Protestants to the Korean people has been their part in

Korea’s struggle for freedom and democracy. That early band of

American and Canadian pioneers who carried the faith to Korea came

almost without exception form the puritan protestant tradition, which,

differing from mediaeval Catholicism, forms “the second great main

type of Christian social doctrine." It was from this tradition, historically,

that modem democracy was born. It is no accident, therefore, that

Protestantism in Korea from the beginning was linked to the mo-

vement for democracy and independence.

The early radical reformers, rebelling against Yi Dynasty autocracy,

consciously sought alliance with the missionaries, especially through So

Jai-Pil and his later Independence Club. The dedication of Independence

Arch was practically a Christian worship service. So Jae-Pil never lost an

opportunity to speak for responsible democratic freedom. One day he

stopped two men fighting on a Seoul street, and promptly began to

lecture them and the crowd that gathered: “These two friends have a

perfect right to fight, if they wish,” he said” But they have no right to tie

up traffic here and cause inconvenience to others. Let us remember that all

men are entitled to freedom which God gave us. But let us remember

that we cannot claim freedom for ourselves while at the same time taking

freedom from other people."

Syngman Rhee was all his life strongly influenced by Protestant

missions, beginning with the day Horace Allen saved his eyesight as a

child. Imprisoned and tortured for demonstrating against political

reaction, Rhee was regularly visited by Underwood, Appenzeller and
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Avison. It was there he was converted, and there he wrote his first book.
Spirit ofIndependence, with its call to a new concept of government for

Korea, democracy. It was an idea he had first learned at Paechae
Academy, the first mission school founded in Korea.
With the fall and exile of the reformers during the last years of the Yi

Dynasty, and the beginnings of Japanese colonialism, the Protestant
church became the only viable conduit for the spread and practice of the
democratic ideal.

Kiel Sun-Ju, the great Protestant evangelist and major signer of the
1919 Declaration of Independence, used to tell how he learned of
democracy through long talks with Samuel A. Moffett, beginning about
1901, as together they began to plan a constitution for a self-governing,

independent Korean Presbyterian Church. Their hopes were realized

with the organization of that church in 1907. By that time Kiel was so
enthusiastic a convert to the concept of representative rule that he
declared, “Democracy must not be limited to the church and the nation.
We must begin with the Christian family.” Forthwith he shocked his

neighbors, even the Christians, by renouncing his authoritative rule as

Korean father, and instituted what he proudly described as “the first

family democracy in Korea”.
He told his sons they would be free to marry girls of their own choice.

Family problems were to be settled in a free and democratic way.When,
for example, he found that his sons’ pigeons were spoiling the roof, he
called a family council. “The pigeons must go,” he announced. “Let us
vote. To his vast suprise he abruptly found that democracy might not
always run his way. The sons voted against him. But the canny old

evangelist knew human nature even better than democracy. He said

the next day to the youngest son. “Wouldn’t you rather have a deer
than pigeons?” And at the next vote, the pigeons went.

Closely associated with the crusade for modern democracy in Korean
life was Korea’s long and often tragic, but finally triumphant fight for

independence. At the very beginning, it was the Protestant, missionary
community that spoke out most directly against Japanese infringements

on Korean sovereignity. And it was a magazine published by Protestant

missionaries, The Korea Repository, which first made known to the

English-speaking world the full details of the murder of Queen Min and
made it impossible for the Japanese to exonerate themselves and throw
the blame upon “Koreans disguised as Japanese,” as their first reports

deceitfully put it. Homer Hulbert’s Korea Review carried on the protest,

and his famous The Passing of Korea, recently reprinted bv Yonsei
University, is the classic, most eloquent presentation of Korea’s case for

freedom ever made by a Westerner.

By the time of the Conspiracy Case of 191 1-12, missionary sympathy
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for the cause of Korean independence was such an open fact that the

Japanese prosecution at the trial of 123 Korean patriots went so far as

to try to implicate two missionaries, George S. McCune and S. A.

Moffett in the alleged plot.

Up to 1919 the missionaries for the most part had tried hard to

remain outwardly neutral, sympathizing with the patriots, but re-

cognizing the established government, as befitted guests in a country

not their own. But after March 1, 1919 they were neutral no longer.

"No neutrality for brutality,” they cried.

Dr. Frank Schofield, a Canadian missionary at Severance Hospital,

became famous for smuggling pictures of the uprising out of the country

to the foreign press. Dr. H. H. Underwood managed to get an eye-witness

account of the massacre and churchburning at Che-am-ni to America,

where it was fead into the Congressional Record. The Rev. Eli Mowry
of Pyongyang became the only Westerner actually imprisoned for

involvement with the 1919 Independence Movement. Half of the 33

Korc?n signers of the Declaration of Independence were Protestant

Christians.

They failed, of course. Korea was not to be free for another twenty-

six years. But transformation, modernization and independence never

come easily, nor, all at once. Protestants can be justly proud of their

small share in the early agony and tumult, faith and hope of the beginn-

ings of modernization in Korea.
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Its Influence on Modernization in Korea

By Dr. Samuel H. Moffett

Dr. Moffett was born in P'ydngyang, Korea, in 1916. He
graduatedfrom Wheaton College, Princeton Seminary, and Yale
University where he obtained his Ph D. and has taught at Prin-
ceton Seminary. He was on thefaculty ofYenching University in
Peking. China. He is presently Dean of the Graduate School of
the Presbyterian Seminary in Seoul. His younger brother is also
serving in Korea as Superintendent of the Tongsan Christian
Hospital in Taegu.

If De Cespedes, who landed briefly in Korea in 1593-94, is more
properly classed as a chaplain to Japanese troops than as a missionary
to Koreans, then to Carl Gutzlaff, a Protestant, belongs pride of place
as the first Western missionary to Korea. He came by sea on July 17,
18 j2—a German, working for a Dutch missionary society and sailing
from China on a British ship—three years before the first of the French
priests, Father Pierrre Maubant, crawled bravely through the sewers
into the border city of Uiju in 1835.

Sharp readers may recognize GutzlafT beneath a merciless caricature
as the missionary in the recent best-seller, Taipan. His role in the novel
as one of the more colorful of the founders ofHong Kong is pure fiction
Not so his part in the opening of Korea.
For forty days he worked along the west coast of the peninsula

teachmg the villagers how to plant potatoes, translating with great
difficulty the Lord’s Prayer into Korean, and salting his distribution of
the Chinese Bible with companion gifts of Western books on science
history and geography. He noted with pleased surprise that “the people’
even of the lowest classes, can read, and delight in reading.”

His last stop in Korea was Cheju-do, which he described as “a char-
imng spot” for a missionary station and certainly no more dangerous
than New Zealand!

GutzlafT was wrong about the danger. The next threee decades
witnessed three great persecutions. In August, 1866, a young Protestant
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missionary, the Rev. R. Jermain Thomas, wrote from Chefoo, just across
the Yellow Sea from the Korean coast, that a Korean junk with a French
tricolor at its foremast had been seen beating its way into the harbor. It
carried the French missionary, Father Ridel, and a crew of Korean
Christians bearing the first news of “a foul and wicked massacre” of
Catholics in Korea.

The previous autumn Thomas had spent two and a half months,
like GutzlafF, on Korea’s west coast learning the language and dis-
tributing Bible portions. The news of the persecution, instead of frighten-
ing him, made him determined to return. He left Chefoo on Aug. 9,1866,
as interpreter for an American merchant ship bound for Korea with a
cargo of “cotton goods, glass, tin plates, etc.”

“I will be back in nine days,” he said to a colleague. But he never
returned. His ship, the General Sherman, was caught and burned in the
Taetong River near Pyongyang. Thomas was beheaded, according to
one account, while offering a New Testament to the man with the sword.
He was Korea’s first Protestant martyr.

These and other early, intermittent Protestant attempts to penetrate
forbidden Korea with the Christian faith are often ignored by historians
as futile and fruitless. In a way the historians are right. What did Gutz-
laff, and Thomas, and Williamson and Corbett accomplish? A few
potatoes planted, the Lord’s Prayer translated but not appreciated, some
Western learning and the Bible placed in a few frightened hands. And
one martyr, who was killed probably not for his faith but because his
ship was mistaken either for a retaliatory French invasion force or a
grave-robbing expedition.

It is difficult to discern in these faltering contacts and melancholy
failures the wave of the future, yet such they were, or at least the first

advancing ripples of a new age. For Protestantism was to do more for
the transformation and modernization of Korea in the next few decades
(1884-1919) than anything accomplished in the whole preceding century
of Christian impact on the Hermit Kingdom
When Protestants came in force and to stay, beginning in 1884, their

gospel was a spiritual gospel and their preaching was straight’ from
the Bible, but their mission was as broad and as wide as the needs of the
people, and its transforming effect was explosive.

Dr. Horace Allen, a Presbyterian physician was the first resident
Protestant missionary in Korea. He arrived in September, 1884. Undis-
couraged by a night in “Harry’s Hotel” in what is now Inch’on—where
the one-story thatched-roof house contained only a bar and a billiard

room separated by a sheet, and one slept on the billiard table—he pressed
on to Seoul, little dreaming, missionary that he was, that he would some
day “make possible Korea’s first railroad, her first waterworks, her
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first city lighting, and street cars, and her first modern mine. Perhaps

even more importantly, he opened Korea's first modem hospital, and

then moved from missions into diplomacy as an early resident minister

of the American Legation. No national problem or interest was con-

sidered out of bounds for Christian care and concern.

Some of the earliest criticisms of the first Protestant missionaries, in

fact, centered around their interest in other than strictly religious matters.

When Underwood imported kerosene and agricultural implements,

and Moffett organized a timber concession on the Yalu, and Swallen and

Adams brought in Korea's first apple trees and started orchards in

Wonsan and Taegu, Western commercial traders protested.

Such activities were beyond the province of missionaries, the traders

cried. It was not fair of them to use their intimate knowledge of Korea

and close Korean contacts for commercial enterprises, and it galled them

all the more that the missionaries were doing it not for personal gain but

to teach Koreans modern technologies and business methods so that they

could compete on more equal terms as Western civilization poured in

upon them. Such pioneering ventures made Christianity a force for

economic revolution in Korea.

The role of Protestant missions as a force for intellectual revolution in

Korea is even more familiar. When Henry Appenzeller opened his little

Methodist school in 1886, it was not the Christian faith that attracted

students and persuaded the “President of the Korean Foreign Office, the

Honorable Kim Yun-sik” to present it with a sign naming it “The Hall

for the Training of Useful Men.” What attracted the government’s

notice was the foreign learning taught in a curriculum that aimed to

“give to Korean students thorough training in the curriculum of Western

science and literature, uniting with it the essential features of the present

native school system”. Even this was not too much of an attraction for

the first students. They had to be paid to attend.

But as Korea neared the twentieth century, dissatisfaction with the

old Confucian educational patterns created a snowballing demand for

radical reforms. A new Korea demanded new ideas, new methods, new

schools, new men, and for a short while at the end of the 19th century

and the beginning of the 20th, these seemed to be available only in

schools the Protestants were energetically founding.

“We are in the midst of an educational revolution,” wrote missionaries

in Syenchun in 1908. “Schools spring up in a night. . . The old Con-

fucian scholars lose their proud scats, giving place to those who know

both Chinese and Western learning. So strong has been the leadership

of the church that. . . the course of study used in Christian schools has

been the pattern for unbelievers’ schools as well. During the year pro-

bably as many as five or six hundred primary and night schools claiming
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to teach Western learning have been started by officials and other

unbelievers in our territory. The church schools are in the lead of all and

influence all.”

Nowhere was the revolution wrought by the Christian schools more

radical than in the field of education for women. Dr. Helen Kim tells of

the days when as far as women were concerned, "Korea was like a de-

sert.” Mrs. Nansa Hahn Kim came at night to call on a missionary.

Setting the little lantern in front of Miss Frey she blew out the candle.

Pointing to the dark lantern, she said, “My life is like that—dark as

midnight. Won’t you give me an opportunity to find light?”

It was through the Protestant schools that Korean women first found

that light. Mrs. Scranton opened her “Girls’ School and Home” in 1886,

with one student, the concubine of an official who wanted her to learn

English with the hope that she might some day become interpreter for

Queen Min.

In 1910 that same school, now called Ewha, shocked the old-fashion-

ed by introducing college-grade work for women. Under its college

principal, Miss Lulu Frey, there began a transforming ferment in Korean

society that revolutionized everything from women’s clothes to public

health. Women’s role in Korean society has never since been quite the

same.

Whether for women or for men, those first Christian experiments in

Korean education at Paichai, Sungsil, Kyesong, Ewha and Yonsei

—

tentative and uncertain and at times slightly ridiculous though they

may have been—were the serious beginnings of an educational revolution

that was to shatter the grip of the past and open Korea’s mind to the

luture. For the first time education became available to all, not just to

the elite—to high and low, men and women, rich and poor.

The opening wedge, however, in Protestantism’s contribution to the

modernization of Korea was medicine, not education. It was not the

educator but the doctor who first won acceptance for the hitherto

persecuted missionaries. In Korea the pioneer was Dr. Horace Allen,

and his first great success occurred in the coup of 1884.

Prince Min, nephew to the queen and leader of the great Min clan

was dying in a pool of blood, seven sword cuts on his head and body.

Over the objections of fourteen palace physicians who were about to

pour black pitch into the general’s wounds, Allen was called and raced

across town with an escort of fifty soldiers. For three months he fought to

save the Prince’s life, and succeeded. “That man did not come from

America, he came from heaven,” said one amazed official, and a grateful

king rewarded Allen with permission to open a hospital in Seoul

sponsored by the government “in cooperation with a benevolent society

in America.” It was the first official approval by the Korean government

f

I
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of missionary work in Korea. An even more sweeping sign of approval
followed when the hospital opened and the King sent over a group
of dancer-concubines as a gift—"to act as nurses,” Allen insisted!

It was Allen’s miracle of healing that first began to remove the aura
of menace and suspicion that for centuries had clouded the image of
the foreigner in the Korean mind. Other able medical missionaries foi-
owed: Scranton, Heron, Avison. They further won the gratitude of the
populace by stemming fearful cholera epidemics in 1886 and 1895.
Heron and Avison, who succeeded Allen as superintendents of the
hospnta!, were also appointed personal physicians to the King, and Dr..as Horton (Mrs. H. G. Underwood) attended the Queen. Up to that
time the Queen had been treated by doctors who, because they were
men, were forbidden to touch the person of the Queen. “They felt her
pulse by using a cord, one end of which was fastened about her wrist
and the other, carried into the next room, was held in the doctor’s
fingers " wrote Mrs. Underwood. “The royal tongue was protruded
through a slit in a screen for the physician’s observation.”

It could not in any way be claimed that all the old taboos and medical
supcrstitutions m Korea were dispelled with the cleansing advent of
Protestant medical practice. Acupuncturists, herbalists and shamans
still flourish in every village and city. But though the old ways are long-
lived, the revolution has come. Even the bare chronological rcord of
Protestant innovations is impressive:

1884 Dr. Horace Allen, the first resident Western physician, reaches
Korea.

1885 Dr. Allen opens the Royal Hospital (now Severance Hospital),
the first modern medical institution in the country.

1886 Drs. Allen and Heron, with lay assistance from Mr. Un-
derwood, begin the first Western medical education.

1890 Dr. Rosetta Sherwood (Hall) begins medical education for
women.

1899 Dr. Rosetta Hall and Dr. Alice Fish Moffett open schools for
blind girls and blind boys respectively in Pyongyang.

1900 Esther Kim Park, the first Korean doctor, arrives with an
American medical degree.

1903-06 First nurses’ training schools.
1908 Graduation of the first seven doctors from Severance Medical

College. First graduate nurses’ association.
1910 First leper asylum, Pusan.
“Medicine has been our substitute for miracles,” a missionary once

said, not to disparage miracles but in tribute to his medical colleagues
And medicine has indeed worked its transforming, modernizing miracle
in Korea, where there was not even a word for nurse in the Korean
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language until Miss Edmunds, the Methodists’ first trained nurse,
invented one.

In agriculture, too, the Protestants made a pioneering impact. Early
missionaries like William Swallen in the north and J. E. Adams in the
south brought the first fruit apple trees to Korea, and at their urging
Christian farmers here and there began to plant their upper slopes in
orchards. In 1921 an apple tree disease began to spread and threatened
to wipe out the new industry. But providentially just at that time Korea’s
first scientifically trained agricultural missionary arrived, Dexter N.
Lutz. He promptly set up a network of classes to show the farmers how
to save their trees.

He did not stop with apples. Lutz developed drought-resistant grains;
urged crop diversification; campaigned tirelessly for reforestation and
crop rotation

;
and founded Farmers' Life, one of the very few magazines

to try to teach the village fanner new methods to help him in his struggle

for existence. Lutz also helped to create Korea’s first college department
of agriculture at Sungsil College in PySngyang.

But perhaps the contribution to modernization in Korea which has
most endeared Protestants to the Korean people has been their part in

Korea’s struggle for freedom and democracy. That early band of
American and Canadian pioneers who canied the faith to Korea came
almost without exception form the puritan protestant tradition, which,
differing from mediaeval Catholicism, forms “the second great main
type of Christian social doctrine." It was from this tradition, historically,

that modern democracy was born. It is no accident, therefore, that

Protestantism in Korea from the beginning was linked to the mo-
vement for democracy and independence.

The early radical reformers, rebelling against Yi Dynasty autocracy,

consciously sought alliance with the missionaries, especially through So
Jai-Pil and his later Independence Club. The dedication of Independence
Arch was practically a Christian worship service. So Jae-Pil never lost an
opportunity to speak for responsible democratic freedom. One day he
stopped two men fighting on a Seoul street, and promptly began to

lecture them and the crowd that gathered: “These two friends have a
perfect right to fight, if they wish,” he said” But they have no right to tie

up traffic here and cause inconvenience to others. Let us remember that all

men are entitled to freedom which God gave us. But let us remember
that we cannot claim freedom for ourselves while at the same time taking
freedom from other people."

Syngman Rhee was all his life strongly influenced by Protestant

missions, beginning with the day Horace Allen saved his eyesight as a

child. Imprisoned and tortured for demonstrating against political

reaction, Rhee was regularly visited by Underwood, Appenzeller and
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Avison. It was there he was converted, and there he wrote his first book,

Spirit of Independence

,

with its call to a new concept of government for

Korea, democracy. It was an idea he had first learned at Paechae

Academy, the first mission school founded in Korea.

With the fall and exile of the reformers during the last years of the Yi

Dynasty, and the beginnings of Japanese colonialism, the Protestant

church became the only viable conduit for the spread and practice of the

democratic ideal.

Kiel Sun-Ju, the great Protestant evangelist and major signer of the

1919 Declaration of Independence, used to tell how he learned of

democracy through long talks with Samuel A. Moffett, beginning about

1901, as together they began to plan a constitution for a self-governing,

independent Korean Presbyterian Church. Their hopes were realized

with the organization of that church in 1907. By that time Kiel was so

enthusiastic a convert to the concept of representative rule that he

declared, “Democracy must not be limited to the church and the nation.

We must begin with the Christian family.” Forthwith he shocked his

neighbors, even the Christians, by renouncing his authoritative rule as

Korean father, and instituted what he proudly described as “the first

family democracy in Korea”.

He told his sons they would be free to marry girls of their own choice.

Family problems were to be settled in a free and democratic way.When,

for example, he found that his sons’ pigeons were spoiling the roof, he

called a family council. “The pigeons must go,” he announced. “Let us

vote.” To his vast suprise he abruptly found that democracy might not

always run his way. The sons voted against him. But the canny old

evangelist knew human nature even better than democracy. He said

the next day to the youngest son. “Wouldn’t you rather have a deer

than pigeons?” And at the next vote, the pigeons went.

Closely associated with the crusade for modern democracy in Korean

life was Korea’s long and often tragic, but finally triumphant fight for

independence. At the very beginning, it was the Protestant, missionary

community that spoke out most directly against Japanese infringements

on Korean sovereignity. And it was a magazine published by Protestant

missionaries. The Korea Repository, which first made known to the

English-speaking world the full details of the murder of Queen Min and

made it impossible for the Japanese to exonerate themselves and throw

the blame upon “Koreans disguised as Japanese,” as their first reports

deceitfully put it. Homer Hulbert’s Korea Review carried on the protest,

and his famous The Passing of Korea, recently reprinted by Yonsei

University, is the classic, most eloquent presentation of Korea’s case for

freedom ever made by a Westerner.

By the time of the Conspiracy Case of 1911-12, missionary sympathy
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for the cause of Korean independence was such an open fact that the

Japanese prosecution at the trial of 123 Korean patriots went so far as

to try to implicate two missionaries, George S. McCune and S. A.

Moffett in the alleged plot.

Up to 1919 the missionaries for the most part had tried hard to

remain outwardly neutral, sympathizing with the patriots, but re-

cognizing the established government, as befitted guests in a country

not their own. But after March 1, 1919 they were neutral no longer.

"No neutrality for brutality,” they cried.

Dr. Frank Schofield, a Canadian missionary at Severance Hospital,

became famous for smuggling pictures of the uprising out of the country

to the foreign press. Dr. H. H. Underwood managed to get an eye-witness

account of the massacre and churchburning at Che-am-ni to America,

where it was read into the Congressional Record. The Rev. Eli Mowry

of Pyongyang became the only Westerner actually imprisoned for

involvement with the 1919 Independence Movement. Half of the 33

Korc?n signers of the Declaration of Independence were Protestant

Christians.

They failed, of course. Korea was not to be free for another twenty-

six years. But transformation, modernization and independence never

come easily, nor, all at once. Protestants can be justly proud of their

small share in the early agony and tumult, faith and hope of the beginn-

ings of modernization in Korea.
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Foreword to the Second Edition

Yonsei University deserves special commendation for including Dr
L. George Paik’s 1929 classic, The History of Protestant Missions inKorea, 1832-1910, in its splendid series of reprints of Western books
on Korea. It is probably the most important single book yet written
in the field of Korean church history and missions, yet it had become
so rare, published as it was in linJited quantity in Pyongyang, that few
were the fortunate scholars who had ready access to it.

Today it will command a wider circle of attention than ever. Secular

.

historians m the past have been prone to ignore the missionary. Now
they are taking a second look, belatedly recognizing the enormous
impact of the Christian missionary movement on the modernization of
developing nations, particularly in Asia and Africa. To quote Prof.
K. Fairbanks presidential address last year to the American Histo-'cal
Association, "Surveys of our Westward expansion and expansionist
sentiments say surprisingly little about missionaries, as though religious
expansion were a specialized subsector of the American experience,
not as noteworthy as economic and political expansion. . . . Tl^e
missionary in foreign parts seems to be the invisible man of American
history. . . . Mission history is a great and underused research/
laboratory for the comparative observation of cultural stimulus and
response in both directions.” v.

This book is an adaptation of Dr. Paik’s doctoral dissertation at
Yale. There, at least, the historical relevance of mission studies has
never been ignored. Under Kenneth Scott Latourette that university
produced a line of scholars like Korea’s Paik Lak-Chuu (L. George
Paik) who |iavc given to the study of mission expansion and its effects
the depth of objective integrity and breadth of historical perceptive that
is indispensable for academic respectability.

Dr. Paik s work is still the only comprehensive and definitive study

• i-U. 1
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of the early period of Protestant missions. It covers the initial scattered

contacts of Protestantism with Korea from 1832 to 1884, and the

crucial first quarter of a century of intensive Protestant missionary

activity from 1884 to 1910. It closes with the annexation of Korea by
Japan, an event which brought to an end one of the most dramatic

eras of church growth anywhere in Asia.

As one would expect from a man of his extraordinary versatilty and
broad life interests. Dr. Paik tells the story Protestantism in Korea

against the full, rich background of the country’s social, political and

intellectual developments as they interact with the Christian missionary

enterprise.

Paik Lak-Chun was born in Chungju, near SSnch’on in North

P’yjjngan province, on March 9, 1895 (the official date of 1896 is a

mistake). His education spanned different worlds and different cen-

turies, from a tiny classical Confucian village school to a Pli.D. at

Yale. In between he attended a missionary academy in SQnch’on and

Colleges both in China and the U.S. (the Anglo-Chinese College in

Tientsin and Park College in Missouri, where he graduated in 1922).

' He did graduate work both in theology (Th.B., Princeton Seminary,

1925), and in history (Princeton University M.A., 1925, and Yale

Ph.D., 1927).

He was very early caught up in his country’s independence move-

ment. While still in High School he received his first taste of Japanese

persecution and had to hide in the countryside for two years to escape

false accusations of entanglement in the notorious Conspiracy Case

of 1911-13. Because of these pressures, after High School he was

advised by his life-long friend and mentor, Dr. George S. McCunc, to

seek safety abroad, first in China (1913-16), and then in the United

States (1916-27), where he completed his education and was ordained

as a Presbyterian minister.

Fourteen years of exile ended with his return in 1927 to spend the

-next ten years on the faculty of Chosen Christian College (now Yonsei

University), teaching Bible, history, and serving after 1928 as Dean of

the Liberal Arts Department. On a sabbatical leave in England in 1937
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he was the only Korean delegate at two important ecumenical con-

ferences—on Faith and Order at Edinburgh, and on Life and Work
at Oxford—which were to lead to the formation of the World Council

of Churches. About to return to Korea, he received word that Japanese

military pressures in Korea were increasing and that his life might be

endangered, so he went instead to America where he taught for two

years at his alma mater, Park College. But he could not long resist the

call of his homeland. In 1939 he returned to face the dangers. The next

years were difficult. He was ordered purged from the college faculty

and spent the long war years mostly under house arrest.

Korean independence in 1945, howeyer, brought him quickly into

national prominence. The U.S. Military Government gave him the

task of reorganizing Seoul National University from its Japanese base

and transforming it into Korea’s major government educational

institution. That accomplished, in 1946 he was called to the presidency

of Chosen Christian College which lie proceeded to build up into its

present position of national prestige and influence as a private univer-

sity, Yonsei. From 1950 to 1952 he also served under Syngman Rhee

as Minister of Education.

After the student revolution of 1960 Dr. Paik left Yonsei to serve his

country in politics. He was elected to the Senate by the largest majority

recorded in the city of Seoul. Fully one-third of total metropolitan

population voted for him, and the Upper House recognized his leader-

ship by making him President.

When the military coup of 1961 reorganized the government,

dissolving the Upper House, Dr. Paik was honored by a call which

reversed the usual direction of missionary flow. He was asked to come

from Korea to the United States to act as Educational Adviser tQ_the /

Commission on Ecumenical Mission and Relation the Mission Board

of the United Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A., which was the same

Board that seventy-seven years earlier had sent the first resident

Protestant missionary to Korea. Since 1964 Dr. Paik has been back in

his beloved Korea, busy in retirement writing, speaking and still serving,

his country as an elder statesman and counsellor. He has written in-
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numerable articles for scholarly journals, and has been president of

national bodies too numerous to mention, such as the Boy Scouts of

Korea, the Korea Branch of the Roual Asiatic Society, the National

Council of the Korean Y.M.C.A. and the Korean Society of Church

History.

It is fitting that one who has lived through such troubled times should

live to see not only the restoration of his country’s independence, but

also the beginning of another period of explosive church growth in

'Korea. This book leaves Korea in 1910 with the shadow of Japanese

harassment about to fall over the country’s 200,000 Christian adherents,

and its population of 13,000,000. But now in free Korea the upward

surge of church membership, both protestant and Catholic, once more

matches the best years of that earlier period as he describes it. Total

Christian adherents (including marginal sects) as reported by the

Ministry of Culture and Information for 1969 number 4,016,000 in a

South Korean population of over 31,000,000.

It is time to ask Dr. Paik for a sequel to his classic. We need The

History of Protestant Missions in Korea, 1910-1970 from his gifted

pen.

Samuel Hugh Moffett

Seoul

July 1970


